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.
HOW BUSINESS IS IMPROVING ACTUALIDADES MATT FOWLER KILLED IN
HUNTING ACCIDENT
QUEMADO
show orders 80 per cent of normal, and
a production of slightly under 70 per
cent of normal, shipments being slight-
ly over 75 per cent of normal. In other
words, shipments were 105 per cent of
production and orders were 110 per
cent.
In coal, the anthracite Industry will
being drawn upon because the demand
for copper has been larger than pro-
duction. This and the attitude of the
producers themselves In being con-
servatively cheerful, is causing the
price of copper to go up. It has
shown a tendency towards figures that
probably would show a profit for some
companies, If they cared to go into
production.
Catching Up With Capacity
In this connection, of course we all
think of the present capacity of the.
A Timely Analysis of the Commercial
and Industrial Outlook Prepared
From Material Showing Cur-
rent Conditions in Ameri-
can Commerce and In-
dustry.
THE PRESENT moment weAT a psychological attitude
toward the business situation.
There are few men of standing
who will today make any decided
statement about the business future.
At this time last year, and later, pretty
near any one was willing to make
prophecies.
'
Although there is this genreal re
luctance to be definitely prophetic,
there is a curious unanimity from all
parts of the country in saying business
Is better. There are some exceptions,
' - but the whole color of the mental atti
For varlas semanas las amenazas de
una huelga general tuvieron en sus
penso al pais entero. La naclon entera
reallzaba las consecuenclas fatales en
que una huelga tan grande hubiera
preclpitado al pais. La prensa ha dado
credito a varlas organizaciones por ha-b-
evltado una catastrofe. Es nuestro
humilda parecer que el publico merece
este credito. La opinion publica estaba
encontra de la huelga, y tenemos gusto
d ver que los jefes de las unlones
realizaron a tiempo que no es tan facll
ignorar la voz del pueblo en un asunto
de tan grande importancia para el pub
llco. Ojala que los dlplomatlcos que
ahora estan en el camlno para Wash
ington realtzen que es gran tiempo de
tomar en conslderaclon este elemento.
La opinion publica del mundo entro
esta sana y blen determinada tocante
a los problemas que se dlscutlran en
la conferencla de Washington, cave-u-
consules! Que tengan cuidado los
dlplomatlcos!
Hablando de la conferencla de Wash
ington nos parece que el resultado
se hace cada dla mas problematico.
SI" los gobiernos convldados se limitan
a la dlscuslon de la agenda propuesto
por el goblerno de estados unidos, la
conferencla tlene la oportunldad de
ofrecer al mundo el mas grande suceso
diplomatico de este siglo. Los gob-
lernos extranjeros no han dado ningun
comunicado oflcial tocante a los
que se trataran en dlcha confer
encla; se han contentado con aceptar
la envitacion de Washington. Si la
prensa extranjera refleja las lnten-cion-
de sus gobiernos, entoncea el
agenda de Washington sera consider-ablemen- te
aumentado, y las discus-lone- s
seran tan enrredadas que no pod-ra- n
menos que convtdar un fracaso
general y camblar otra ves la has del
mundo.
La Gran China ofrece el problems
mas espinosa de la conferencla. La
polttlca de la puerta ablerta es la n
sugerida por el goblerno de los
Estados Unidos. Esta polltlca nos
parece muy JuBta, y serla un beneficio
grande para el bienestar general y pol-
itico de china. Pero la manlobra del
Japon ha dlvldido China en dos facc- -
iones grandes; La Republlca del Norte
reeonoclda por todos los gobiernos, y
la. Republlca del Sur soportada por el
Japon. Polttlca de la puerta ablerta
en. China necesita un goblerno estable
y poderoeo en dicho pais. R. Lansing
hat ldo encargado por el goblerno
Americano a formar un convenlo entre
las dos facciones del Imperlo de China.
El, resultado de su mlsion no esta con-ocf-
a esta fecha.
Una cuestlon se impone desde ahora;
y fal una tempestad amenazadora
la conferencla de Washing
ton? Que hara el Japon en caso de que
la iconferencia sallera a ser unfracaso?
?Se renovara la allanza Japo-Ingles-
?ie hara una allanza con los Soviets
de, Rusia? ?Se entregara la China al
gqbterno Japones? ?Entrara Aleman- -
laj en una alianza con Rusia y el Jap-
on? En fin, ?Se organizara el Orlente
en contra del Occidente? No estamos
Hutos para responder a estas pregun-ta-
Una cosa sabemos; El gigant
del Orlente esta adormido, Pero no
esta muerto.
UN RANCHERO Y COMERCIANTE
,DE RODEY FUE ASESSINADO
,,EI Paso, Tex. Octubre
Merton, comerclante y ganadero de
Hpdey, Nuevo Mexico, por los ultimos
veinte y cinco anos, fue hallado muerto
ep el detras de su tienda el vetrnes en
la manana, su cabeza fue machucada
qen piedras, en conformldad con la
del alguacll Felipe Lucero
que esta averlguando la causa. Mer
ton tenia 65 anos de edad.
4 Todavla no se han hecho arrestados
ni se sabe de los aseslonos.
o (El Defensor Del Pueblo)
f GOES INTO DITCH
1 What might have proven a serious
accident, but fortunately resulting In
only minor Injuries, occured just West
pf Magdalena Sunday morning. Fat
Luna, driving Morley's Ford cupe, with
Marcellno Ajenjo and Billy Wilson as
passengers, dropped off of the enbank- -
nent, where the new bridge is being
constructed over the aroya west of
,town. The car turned turtle after a
drop of about twelve feet, and the only
damage was a broken window in the
car a few scratches on Pat's face.
0
REGARDLESS
Reserve is going along in her usual
smooth way, regardless of any rumors
to the contrary. Improvements are
being made every day, and the build
ing program outlined is being followed.
The court house Is nearlng completion,
and will, when finished be an honor
to a much larger county seat and will
take care of the business of Catron
county for years. I
One of the unfortunate and saddest
accidents of the opening of the season
occurred at Escondido, a small settle-
ment three miles north of Socorro, on
the Rio Grande river? last thursday
morning.
A hunting party of three, Neal Hill-hous-
and H. E. Peckinpaugh, of Mag-
dalena, accompanied by Attorney Mat,
Fowler, of Socorro were duck hunt-
ing, when by the accidental discharge
of a gun in the hands of Mr. Peckin-
paugh, Mr. Fowler was so seriously
wounded that death ensued within a
few hours.
It seems that Mr. Fowler had stepped
Into the marsh, some few yards ahead
of the other two hunters. When the
gun was discharged. Fowler receiving
the entire charge or heavy shot at this
short distance. The full charge
struck htm on his right side just be
low the ribs.
How the gun was discharged is one
of those lnexpllclble accidents that oc-
cur nearly every hunting season. Mr.
Peckinpaugh states that he Is positive
that the gun was on safety when dis-
charged, and is almost prostrate over
the unfortunate tragedy, and while
no one attaches any blame to him, It
will always be one of the regrettable
incidents of his life. He and his est
imable wife, who have been residing
at Magdalena for the past several mo-
nths, have the heartfelt sympathy of
their many friends in this sad and un-
fortunate affair.
Mr. Fowler was an attorney of high
attainments and had made many warm
personal and professional friends dur-
ing his two year residence in Socorro,
and his bereaved widow has the heart-
felt sympathy of all in this sad hour.
O
FIRE8 LAID TO CARLESSNES8
"Ninety-fiv- e per cent of the fires
lu the United States are caused by
carelessness and indifference," declar-
ed John H. Shively, special represent-
ative of the National Fire Prevention
Association, In an address before the
San Francisco Electrical Development
Association.
Shively made a strong appeal for
the prevention of fire. Let "careful-
ness" be your watohword, he , said.
Last year in the United States alone
there were over 23,000 persons burned
(o death in fires which resulted from
carelessness. Most of these persons
were women and children, whose lives
were sacrificed for lack of caution.
The average dally loss from fire is
$1,000,000 and the average loss
o' life due to fires Is forty-on- e, Shlvey
stated.
Shively Illustrated his talk with a
reel of motion pictures on the preven-'o- n
of fire. The picture showed
"Carelessness," the starter of fires and
Carelessness," pictured as a woman
who drove menace away and instruct-
ed little chicken how to keep the dan-
ger away from their homes.
Caution on the part of every In- -
dividual to prevent the' Increase of
fires is absolutely necossary for the
saving of property and life.
0
MISSING 8CH00L
It is sometimes necessary that pupils
should stay away from school, but we
sometimes find them staying away for
very frivolous reasons. It is a very
bad practice for parents to permit
children to stay away from school un-
less they are sick. I have heard some
parents say that it is only one day or
one week that the child is losing, but
that is never the case. Each day of
school has a day's work to do, and the
day the other pupils are doing that
day's work is the right and proper time
to do It It cannot be made up by the
average pupil, for the regular work is
all that he feels like doing. It should
also be remembered that the day's of
school are like the stones her and there
and still build up a strong building.
I have known pupils to be taken out of
school one week during the first half
of the school term thereby missing the
fundamental principles of t h ei r
work and they groped In the darkness
the rest of the year, only to meet with
failure at the end of the year. Their
loss was not confined to the one week
they were out of school, but they went
through the year crippled and finally
lost a year's work.
If you are tempted to keep your
child out It would be well to count the
cost and soe if you can afford It
0
(From Magdalena Nw)
Mr. and Mrs. Pratt Barndollar, of
the Mule Shoe ranch, left last Satur
day for Kansas City to attend the
American Legion Convention held at
tnat place on .virnrtay, TuJday and
Wednesday of th's week. After the '
convention they will go on to Coffey-vlll- e,
Kansas to visit a few weeks with
relatives and friends.
Alfred E. Harris is now the owner
of a section of land near Salt Lake,
N. M having proven up last Thurs
day.
All of the school seems to be very
excited about the big dance and play
they are preparing for the benefit
of the school on November 26th. They,
are expecting a large crowd. Including
a large part of Magdalena.
Ian D. Mactavlsh and father were
visitors of Quemado last Thursday
night.
Mr. Rudolph of the Flsk Tire Co
was a business visitor of Quemado
last Tuesday. He says the Quemado
agent is one of his best customers.
The farmers of this section have
been put out of business for the rest
of this year by Mr. Jack Frost. He
has been painting the windows and
hardening the water for about a week.
The tourist trade seems to be get-
ting better all the time. The three
bakeries in Quemado can not keep in
bread, the tourists buy it so 'ist.
The garage people say t'ley wish
they could strike a gasoline well b'i
they could keep a good supply on hand
at all times.
Juan Trul'.llo just returne'l from i
visit to Be.cn.
Mr. Becker, of Springervllle, was a
business visitor of Quemado last Thurs
day.
Dave Sorrells and family were visitors
of Quemado last Friday. Mr. Sorrells
left for Prescott, Ariz., hunting a loca-
tion, t
It seems as though Conrad and Rey
nolds, of the old nation ranch, are try
ing to buy up all the cattle in the couni
try, they just went through town with
a bunch that they got from John Jones
and said they were Intending to buy
more when they got the chance. t
It seems as though the blgest part
of Quemado is planning on going to
the big dance at Datll Saturday night. '
O
LUNA
The weather is unusually cold for
this time of the year. A light snow
fell Monday, October 24th, which
caused every one to hunt up their
winter coats and caps.
A baby boy was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Lee October 22nd. Baby and
mother both doing nicely. n
MIbs Hazel Reynolds, who has been
visiting her sister, Mrs Lula Baldwin1,
at Taylor, Ariz, has returned home 'for
a few weeks. J
Henry Steen was a visitor at the
Martin and Wheatley home one day
this week.
A, O. Reynolds and J. S. Brown have
started their threshing machine and tt
takes about all the men in town to
work on it. The Adair and Laney
machine will start in a few days it
they can get enough men to run It
It is hoped that with the two machines
the threshing will all be done much
earlier than usual.
The road work between Luna and
Reserve has been discontinued until
next spring. a
Walter Hooser has gone to Datll to
find work.
A. V. Reynolds and his mother have
just returned from a visit at Taylor,
Arizona and report having a fine time.
Mrs. Reynolds visited many of her old
friends and also her old home while
there and says it almost made her
homesick to go back there to live.
i
Rob. Howell has gone to Springer
vllle for his winter supplies. .
Jlmmie Wilcox is in from his ranch
near Springervllle, Ariz., visiting with
his sister, Mrs. Arlie Campbell.
Deputy Sheriff L. C. Laney made a
business trip to Reserve this week.
W. S. Laney has been appointed
game warden for this place. Any one
wishing hunting license can secure
same from him.
O
LOADING EIGHT HUNDRED
Milo Burllngame is loading eight
hundred head of fine steers this morn- -,
ing for the Denver market The cattleJ
were purchased from A. Klehne, H. O.
Rlggs, Roberts and Son, and Lane
Bros., and the shipment Is one of the.
best loaded at this station this season.
probably product as much as last year,
and last year was a good year. At
the moment, however, production of
anthricite Is down somewhat. The
bituminous mines are in more or leas
of a slump.
Conditions In the great business of
transporting materials and products
have an important Influence In various
directions Statistics here reflect the
same situation as the data about retail
trade, I.e., a bigger movement recently
of general merchandise than in the
corresponding weeks of last year. To
ward the end of August total traffic
was picking up. Car loadings were
well above 800,000 a week, and the
number of idle cars was decreasing.
The railroad transportation business,
therefore, Is producing service at a
fairly good rate, with prospects of im
provement The amount of product is
not the only feature of general inter
est in this industry; for the results to
the industry Itself that accrue from
operation' have assumed public lmpor
tance. In this respect, too, the rail'
roads are making progress, with some
promise of even better things in the
future.
Agriculture and the railroads have
been In pretty much the same case, so
far as buying power was concerned,
and they are apparently naving much
the same course in their recovery. It
is to be recalled that American far
mers pay out cash wages of more than
a billion dollars a year and spend
another billion for Such things as feed.
Judged merly by such items, farming is
a large industry. There are other items
too; laying aside the value of farms,
most recently put at 167,000,000,000, one
can turn to the equipment in imple
ments, and other facilities. One half
the farms in eight States nave auto-
mobiles, and Iowa has something like
per cent of her farms equipped with
telephones. When farms are equip-
ped like American farms, six and a
half million of them provide a great
market, even when farmers can pur-
chase only the barest necessities.
The farmer's position Is generally
improved, This year the crops are
good, taken by and large. ,The record
will not be smashed, but the agricul
tural outturn will be pretty satisfac-
tory. On the whole, these crops will
have been produced cheaply or at mo-
derate cost, as compared with the high
costs of recent years. The prices real
ized will be more than was expected in
the early summer. That is true with
respect to crops in addition to cotton.
It may even prove true of live stock,
although with regard to live stock the
Immediate future is not yet clear.
The banking sltuaion throughout the
country Is generally a source of real
strength. Credit conditions have
greatly improved and there is every
evidence thae we are In a pretty sound
position. All of the frozen credits have
not been removed, but they no longer
count as a great factor In the general
situation. The banks are in a position
to do their part in giving banking ser
vice to an expanding commercial am?
industrial activity.
By way of summing up, It would
seem that the counry has been like a
person sick with fever and chills. Un
til the chills came In the middle of last
year we had a high degree of fever.
Before that, in the first half of 1910, we
had some decided chills. It Is not nec-
essary to pursue our course further
back through the war years and to the
chills of August, 1914 and the follow-
ing months. There are many eviden-
ces that we are recovering our good
health and are now in the process of
forging ahead in a sober and methodi
cal fashion.
This is written 'orm the standpoint
of the observer who takes things In
the large, The heads of many indivi
dual business concerns, with their eyes
fixed on their affairs, would undoubte-
dly say that these general statements
are wrong, There are questions about
wages, controversies over railroad
rates, and other such factors, as nave
a habit of looming up pretty big when
one confronts them. It has been the
purpose here to ascertain generally the
volume of business and its tendency
for the future, quite regardless of ob-
stacles but for which it would be dif
ferent Neither has any attempt been
made to figure profits or their lack.
There Is a definite impression that
there is a larger volume of business
than, one would have looked for In
view of the various stories one has
heard and the mental attitude these
stories have given him. There is also
the Impression that volume of business
la increasing, and that there are many
conditions of a very fundamental
character which gives promise that
this volume will continue to increase.
United States as compared Iw a pre
war capacity. We all know that cer
tain Industries have had tremendously
large equipment added during the war.
There is no question that we have a
a certain amount of rearrangement of
industries still to go through with, but
in the 70's, and again in the 80'a, there
was a great deal of talk about over
development of manufacturing facili
ties, transportation facilities all the
facilities for production and distribu-
tion. In each of these Instances, only
a few years ealpsed before the point
of view had changed altogether, and
we concluded that in fact there was
no It perhaps is rather
significant that right now we are not
hearing very much about an 'over
developed capacity for production and
distribution. That would seem to in
dicate that we may get along sooner
than in the earlier periods to the point
where our capacity for consumption
has caught up with our capacity for
production.
It is difficult to say how much we
have in recent years added to our
capacity for production, No estimates
are accurate, because of unknown ele
ments that are going ' to determine
what capacity Is.
The general situation in the retail
trade has been mentioned as a situa
tion of improvement in volume of
business and in business conditions.
Of course, that situation works back
into the wholesale trade. Retailers
are buying with caution, just exactly
as the people who patronize the retail
ers are buying with caution. Perhaps
it would be more accurate to say the
buying is being done with discrimina-
tion. This buying is, on the whole, in
pretty good volume, according to testi-
mony again from all parts of the
country. It Is most pronounced with
respect to wholesale dry goods and
least evident with respect to hardware.
The wholesale business seems to be
on a pretty sound basis. 'It is in a
position to he sensative to the effects
of low retail stocks. It Is a huge busi-
ness, and tt is showing Improvement.
Here it might be well again to refer
to prices. Some people who are espe-
cially thoughtless have thought that
we could have a horizontal reduction
of prices. Men of some business at-
tainment have proposed plans. Prices
do not change that way. The uneven-nes- s,
however, in the reduction of pri-
ces has been a cause for retarding
progress. There are many signs that
unevenness is being removed. Some
prices have gone to the 1913 level, but
not all. The' significant thing is that
the best information one can get ind-
icates that during the summer there
has been in progress considerable
smoothing out of the unevenness. The
Bureau of Labor Statistics reported
that the July price index would be
practically the same as the June price
index. If you take the prices for the
groups in the index, you find this
that in July farm products wre up
1.5 per cent, chemicals down 1.8 pr
cent, and so on, nd the result is that
in percentages the increase exactly
offset the decreases. They add up to
zero, Things that had gone down are
gradually seeking a higher level, and
things that have not yet come down
to what we might can a stabilized
point (and that wouldn't be the same
point for all articles, but the point
where articles are stabilized with rela-
tion to one another) have been coming
down. In the case of these groups of
prices there was an exact counterba-
lancing in these tendencies- -
When we turn tq tlie manufauturing
Industries, we fnd a better situation
than one would expect, A synopsis Pf
the business situation as pf August 83,
for the federal Reserve District pf
Philadelphia, put out by the Federal
Reserve Bank, shows unevenness In
the tabulated story of the Industries
of an important district, but the gener-
al Impression to be gained from the
Individual statements is that produc-
tion is looking up. Aand there is one
striking circumstance; not an indu-
stry reports poor collections. That
would go to Indicate that the whol-
esaler and retailer are in a pretty good
position.
In the basic industries, production jg
somewhat up. Tfie dftjly average of
August 'pr p!s tron wftsSQ,ooq gross
tons, as against 87,000 In July, The
improvement in copper Is shared by
such related metals as zinc and lead.
Lumber is much better off than it
was. Statistics issued by the National
Lumber Manufacturers Association
tude throughout the country has
changed quite reecntly.
In contrast to the generally con-
servative attitude which avoids pro-
phecy, we. may have some manifestat-
ions from the other psycnological ex-
treme. We are going to have, appar-
ently, some beating of tom-tom- s and
some shouting about coming prosperi-
ty. There is reason to believe that
plans for prosperity will pot be alto-
gether lacking as a feature of our fall
season.
In considering our situation and
primarily our future situation, we can't
avoid thinking of what has happened
in the past. A recent British econo-
mic publication gives a chart of inter-
national price movement, and while
one can work one's self to deal with
prices, this chart happens to show the
international situation in respect to
prices prices in different countries
and presents them on a comparable
basis. The high point was in May,
1920. Afterwards our prices went on
the tobaggan and struck 116 as the
index number in May of this year, then
flattened out, with a very slight ten-
dency to increase. The comparison
with, the actual prices of other coun-
tries is striking. Other countries start-
ed on the chart at a higher point. But
their declines have been proportionat-
ely less than ours. That In the long
run Willi be a great element of strength
for us. We shalll have been the first
to achieve a condition of stabllzed
prices, with .the prices of each commo-
dity in the proper relation to the other.
The ordinary cycle Is production,
distribution, and consumption of
goods. Starting with tne consump-
tion end, because this is the end at
which such a deadlock as we have had
has occured and the end upon which
attention haB recently tended to focus,
we all know of the "buyer's
strike." That strike seems to have
faded away. The retail trade in the
cities, as shown by the returns of de-
partment stores in June, July and Au-
gust of this year was less in volume of
business done in dollars than last year.
But prices at which the merchandise
wan sold averaged under last year's
prices by a still greater percentage.
The conclusion la that the volume of
business, measured in actual goods,
has Increased. There Is, In fact, evi-
dence that in all parts of the country
the volume of goods moving through
retail trade in the cities Into consu-
mers' hands is larger than lust year.
That means more shoes, more clothes,
more goods of all kinds.
Throughout the country the st0CK
of retail stores have been steadily de-
clining. Naturally, more definite In-
formation is at hand abovt the large
retail establishments in the cities, but
there is evidence as In the amount
and character of buying from whole-
salers that the same story holds good
for retail stores generally, both In
cities and in the rural districts.
The condition of stocks In the retail
stores is apparently the condition of
stocks in every part of industry and
commerce throughout the country. In-
ventories have been reduced. Ths
has ment many sacrifices, but as a
general proposition these sacrifices are
now behind us.. Inventories (n large
degree have been brought flown to at
least a reasonable basis. That la a
great and significant achievement for
inventories, last year were a great
point of danger,
Take the steel trade. For one rea-
son or another the steet mills kept
operating last year at a rate which
could not be explained upon the basis
of anything we know in commerce and
industry. Apparently they stocked up
pretty well all their customers. The
consumption of steel today is larger
than current production. The effect
of this stocking up is being eliminated.
We may refer also tq copper, by way
of striking Illustration. The consump-
tion and export of copper- - currently Is
somewhere around 59 per cent of the
peak of capacity that we can now ex.
pect to Utalise. Jt is true there have
been largo stocks, but. those stocks are
i
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"BLACKMAIL."
JOY BROUGHT
INTO HOME
By Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-
table Compound, Restoring
Mrs. Benzto Health
SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT
By F. A. Walker
NOVEL WAY OF USING PLAITSanyone were to Anyone Now Can Have Color
Loved by Rulers of Yore.editor of a newsIV,
TODAY,
the
! paper of accepting blaeKnmil
nillllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'IIIIIIIIIrl
WITH YOUIt CHILD. The responsibility of parentage
Altoona, Pa. "I am writing to tell
you what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
must be accepted In the right spirt,
and when this shall have been done
the proper training of these newcom
Fuchsia, Which Showt More of Red,
It Popular Fall Tone Purple
Velvet Hats.
The glory of Tyriun purple, so be-
loved by rulers of yore, is with us this
fall, making vivid the shop windows.
Time was when only royalty could
I Tlmt you love j'our children and
nee seriously concerned about
their future welfare.
They are overage children, no doubt,
fxtid of play, never still unless asleep;
In mischief and out at every opportu
ers will become a pleasurable dufy,
fulrly eusy of accomplishment. ;
Cultivate companionship by becom-
ing one of them In thought and a)t.
Seek to be their best friend. These
things will bring you closer to them
and enable you better to understand
uompouna has done
for me. We have
had six children
die almost at birth.
From one hour to
nineteen days is all
they have lived. As
I was going to have
another, I took a
dozen bottles ofyour
Vegetable Com
wear this glorious color, now anyone
who wishes to, regardless of social po
sition, may clothe herself In It.
nity, and seem bent upon filling your
life to the brim with g Fuchsia, a purple which shows more
.smiles and teurs. of red, Is also a popular fall tone.
Muny purple velvet hats are to be seenMut what of it? They are of your L Z I J pound and I can saythat it is the greatown blood and bone. in shop windows. Sometimes they are
combined with a rose on the order of -
when lie exchanges n year's sub-
scription to Ills puper for a
bushel of potatoes or to state
thnt a merchant Is guilty ot the
snme practice when lie trades
his goods for farm produce they
would probably he sued for
libel. As a matter of fact, thfy
would lie only using the word
in its primary sense.
In the early days of English
history "blackmail" derived
from the word "black" and the
French "inallle," meaning rent
was applied to the rents received
from tenants In the form of
work or grnln, In contradistinc-
tion to payments made in silver
or white money (inallle blanche).
Later, when the feudal barons
and freebooters of . many kinds,
roamed the highways almost at
will, they collected "blackmail"
In the form of forced levies of
Roods and provisions from the
Inhabitnnts of the countryside
or from travelers who fell Into
their clutches and the word fell
Into such disrepute that, under
the Elizabethan laws, It was
made a "felony without benefit
of clergy."
It Is doubtless from this law
and the practice which 'neces-
sitated It that the modern mean- -
est medicine onTheir tendencies in the main ore In Voil or American Beauty.herited. Turn backward a moment
Another color combination which Is
and correct faults and shortcomings, i
As a friend you can be firm with-
out being severe. j
You can lead without being suspect-
ed and mold the new life to a life
of honor and beauty.
You can straighten the crooked
twig by doing It gently, not by a twist
or blow. Neglect It when It It. tender,
hope of transformation is gone. i
Children are natural imitator?!.
osed to a great extent in the fall col- -
kctlons of Eastern houses is dark blue
rimmed with vivid red. While tomato,
shrimp and other tones bordering on
henna and rust, as well as dark greens
such as Bagdad and balsam, are seen,
earth, for this baby is now four months
old and a healthier baby you would not
want. I am sending you a picture of
her. Everybody says, 'That is some
healthy looking baby.' You have my
consent to show this letter." Mrs. C.
W. Benz, 131 3rd Ave., Altoona, Pa.
No woman can realize the joy and
happpiness this healthy babe brought
into the home of Mrs. Benz, unless theyhare had a like experience.
Every woman who suffers from any
ailments peculiar to her sex, as indica-
ted by backaches, headaches, bearing-dow- n
pains, irregularities, nervousness
and "the blues should not rest until
they have given Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a trial.
the preference, at least at present,
and rellect.
They are entitles of your infant self,
In new bodies, with recently adjusted
bruins and of keener vision than chil-
dren of a generation ago.
As the progress of the hun.nn race
Is towards advancement you must ex-
pect differences in temperaments,
Ideals and modes of expression. Like
you, they are being swept forward
by the Invisible force whirling plan-
ets and holding In place the heavens
and the earth.
To you has been lutrustid their
keeping.
seems to be for navy, black and brown.
The Spanish Influence which doml-late- s
the fall frocks and wraps also
What their parents do and say chil-
dren do and say, and plus. They put
In something for good measure. So
lie careful of your speech and deport,
ment. f
They are the Intest edition and must
appears In the millinery realm, and
black satin hats, from whose brim
hang veils of black ehantllly, are seenbe read with searching eyes. j
wry where.There's more in this Intest editloo
feL?IMany
of the l.uts worn by the .r.aul- -than you may suspect, put there by
i ' Ing of the word now synony- - kins at the recent couture fashion dis-
play in New York, showed this ten-
dency. Over some of these Spanish
hats the luce passes across the brim,
J mous with y or a
t ? bribe paid for the maintenance
of silence originated. '
t ' (Copyright
a wise Creator for the development
and advancement of nmnklnd, and It
depends entirely on the parents wheth-
er It shall be received by the world
with censure or approval. ?
(Copyright.)
LYRICS OF LIFE Spaced plaits on bodice, sleeves andskirt give a touch of distinction to thisfastening at the right side with a
fancy pin and falling in a cascade be otherwise simple and conservative
street frock. The band above the el- -low the shoulders.By DOUGLAS MALLOCH The old-tim- e willow plume also re bow is quite the vogue.
appears and is used In this same way.SCHOOL DAYS
THE LAKE OF STARS.
I'aradlse with its sweeping lines Is
ery effective on the larger shapes,
while smart trlcornes recall the days
COMMON SENSE IN CLOTHES
A Confession.
A little girl whose father Is widely
known as a writer of humorous sto-
ries, was recently approached by a
visitor who said :
"It must be nice to have a papa
who knows so many fine stories."
The little girl blushed and hung her
head.
"Aren't you proud of your papa?"
the visitor asked.
"Yes," the little girl answered, "but
think I ought to tell you something."
"What Is it?"
"The stories of my papa's aren't
stories at all."
"Not stories?"
"No."
And In n deep hoarse whisper, the
child confessed,
"He makes them all up out of his
own hend." Youngstown Telegram.
all Is lovely on the lake, of the great Napoleon. Wise Women Will Hold Fast to BetterW No night-wind- s rudely pass, I aoy He WdsJ
H wis i long ,
I Kid Wm cietn oat. f,Not even gentle breezes brenk Judgment
and Sense of Fitness
of Things.FALL SCHOOL DRESSEARLY111 Wie ve you ,
Tom. I.W U.tuU! I Jul When fashion shows a decided revJtv'fi- pig x Br ; untie oc.l befi'eve e,n
tfimrf Sou telf.
I olutionary tendency and nothing seems
to be quite as It was before, the wise
woman holds fast to her common senseauSK vwcicirwiuifier
tiAi to Mt- - and her sense of the fitness of things,
7
XjQU tti y
'
-
TX - Vt
K V," Re broWrj 5 Hi In loo5,Joe. H' . 1 and makes long and careful surveysof herself in the mirror, seeing notthe lithe beautiful mannequin In theUiat or frock, but herself. It Is pain
The water's perfect glass,
Afloat, alone, from your canoe
Look down und you will see
Reflected I here the sky of blue
And all its canopy.
If on will behold a thousand lights
Now near that were afar,
For only thus on perfect nights
The hike receives the star,
Seen only thus when perfect peace
Is on the quiet tide,
vl'lien all the winds that wander cease
And earth is satisfied.
i
Bi.it, If a breeze slinll venture here,
Some tiny tempest blow, .
Your lnke of stars will disappear
And all he dark below.
They are not blotted from the skies
I!y Just a moment's care
O yo discouraged, lift your eyes,
I'or stIJI (lie stars are there!
(Copyright.)(I
fully easy to Idealize one's own figure
or face, nnd to get Into the frame of
mind thnt. because a fashion Is smart
on these beautiful creatures who are
selected for Just that purpose, they are
going to be smart on Mrs. Smith, Jones
She Couldn't Be Sure.
The rather flashily-dresse- d woman
took her fourteen-year-ol- d dnughter o
the domestic science teacher. "I want
her to lenrn to cook and sew," she
said, "so that she can get a husband."
For one minute the teacher stared
at the woman. Then a twinkle came
Into her eyes. "Oh, I don't know
hbont thut being so sure a way," she
laughed, "You see I tench both and
I haven't yet obtained a husband."
or Brown.
Errors of Judgment, ns applied to
the selection of one's clothes are cost-
ly, for no sensible woman can be ex-
pected to wear with pleasure, a model
which has turned out o be a sar
Switching Facilities.
"Did I understand you to say
Snortsworthy has a single tracktorlnl error. It being part of every
woman's duty at all times to appear mind?"
"You did not. Judging from the num-- 'at her best, she may be excused If
she balks at wearing what she has ber of times the senator has reversed
himself on Important questions hispurchased In the blind belief that
It was good on some other wom mind must resemble a railroad yard."
uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiimii'i
I THE GIRL ON THE JOB
H How to Succeed How to Get r
Ahead How to Make Good js
By JESSIE ROBERTS
fiiiimimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii?
an It would be good on her. Even If
the money-ba- g has a very tight string It's seldom selfishness thnt prompts
around its opening. It Is often possl a man to keep his troubles to himself.
ble to remodel these errors If onedogi , cue rydwbkokshJtr Copyright cannot discard them.HONESTY IN YOUR JOB If the color is at fault, there are,
fortunately, excellent dyers who canONKSTY is a subtle thing. OftenH' remedy that defect, and since It Isprophesied by some wiseacres that 60 Yesman or woman who would HOW DO YOU SKi IT?rather die than steal a cent man By C N. LURIE A beautiful girlish frock of hennaJersey, with a cape dropping from the per cent of the women of America willwear black this winter, and sinceblack, fortunately, Is possible for most
types, the question of color need not
raise any problem. But It Is so much
Common Errors in English and ihoulders, makes an ideal school dress
for the young girl.How to Avoid lhem
easier to guard against mistakes than
rectify them afterward.
it's toasted, of
course. To seal
in the flavor
"REPUTA- -"CHARACTER" AND
S TION."
Belted Tweed Suits.
Buckled belt models In lavender,
rust, tan and French blue, are the
latest offerings of colorings In the
guilty of these dishonesties. But you
ought to realize that It means a lot to
you. The ancient adage that honesty
Is the best policy applies especially to
these aspects of honesty. In the end
you harm yourself by faults of this
sort.
If you hate your work you ought to
get out of It. Work Is often more
thrilling than anything else that we do.
Love your Job; work hard nt it with
enthusiasm and a growing skill, and
you will be a hnppy woman.
This is old stuff. So old thnt most
of us never think of It. But It pays to
think of It. Use your work to nld you
In making your life worth while as
well as simply a monns of earning a
certain sum weekly.
(Copyright.)
ages to be more or less dishonest every
day.
Too many girls who are employed
In business fall to realize that In
sleallng time they steal the equivalent
of dollurs. If you waste time, Idling
In wlia lever way, you are not being
honest In your work.
If you slur details, confuse items,
forget Instructions, If you use only
half your brains and half your energy,
you are being dishonest. When you
accepted the position you Implied that
you were (It for it. It is on that basis
you are paid.
You may argue that It makes very
little difference whether or not you are
Flying Squirrel for Suits.
Flying squirrel Is being used exten-
sively for trimming suits and coats.
tailored tweed suits which seem at
tractive.
A SIMPLE HOME-MAD- E PETTICOAT
the common error ofAVOID these two words, for
.there Is a clear and sharp dis-
tinction in their meanings. Your char-
acter Is what you are, lu y6ur moral
nature, your abilities, etc. ; your repu-
tation is what your friends, your
neighbors, the world, thinks of you.
Your reputation mny be ruined by a
false accusation, but your character
cannot be Injured by anyone but
'
Garment May Be Easily Developed by
the Family Dressmaker Many
. Ways to Finish.
One of the easiest tasks to which
nothing would remain to be done but
to Join up the last seam and sew an
elastic at the waist.
A crepe de chine petticoat, made, in
this style, Is most successful ; It takes
the plaiting so well and Is light and
dainty to wear.
I MOTHER'S . X , . V, .J
' COOK ROOK" .' Abbot says, "Character Is what aperson is ; reputation is what he is
supposed to be. Chnracter is in him
the home dressmaRer can turn her
hand is the making of petticoats.
"Roughly estimated," as builders say,
two widths of silk Joined toi
gether at each side nnd narrowed offof lonf sugar, and one pint of stock.
Cover and stew gently for three
hours. When cooked cut the liver In
thin slices and plnce on a platter, pour
self, reputation Is In the minds of oth-
ers. Character Is Injured by tempta-
tions ami wrongdoings; reputation by
slanders and libels. Character endures
through defamation In every form but
perishes where there is a voluntary
transgression; reputation may last
through numerous transgressions, but
be destroyed by a single, and even an
HhfoundPil, accusation or
"fust stand aside, and watch yourself go
r:
Think of yourself is He Instead of I.
Pick flaws; And fault, forget the mi la
you.
And strive to make your estimate ring
true.
The faults of others then will dwarf and
shrink,
Love's chain grow stronger by one
mighty link,
When you with "He" as subatltue for "I"
Have stood aside and watched yourself
go by."
Made of Ribbon.
A twine-bal- l cover may be made
from an odd piece- of silk or ribbon.
Use six pieces ot ribbon or silk and
make them one and a half Inches wide
and eleven Inches long. Two pieces of
different colors may be used. Whip
the strips together closely for the
depth of the ball to be Inclosed, leav-
ing loops at the top and' fringed ends
at the bottom, Gather the double loops
with a strong thread and drawn down
securely. Suspend with a piece of nar-
row ribbon and place the ball of twine
Inside ready to use.
over the strained liquor from the
saucepan and let "stand over night.
The next day, pound the liver to a
paste, adding slowly one-ha- cupful
of butter. Press through a colander.
Pack In small Jars and cover with
melted parnfiln. Cut In thin slices
when serving.
1 (Copyright.)
o
THE CHEERFUL CHERUD
a little toward the waist mane an ex-
cellent little petticoat for ordinary pur-
poses and, to Insure perfect fitting, the
front should be slightly scooped out at
the waist, and then the whole thing
run onto an elastic band. There are
many ways In which these petticoats
may be finished; an accordlon-plnlte- d
frill from twelve to fourteen Inches
deep gives freedom for walking, or
three small kilted frills make a very
good finish, nnd there are many shops
today which do kilting, accordion
plaiting, plcot edging and
Another pretty way of making a
petticoat is to cut the hem Into large
Bcallops and edge them round with a
narrow kilting ; this gives the uneven
hem which Is rather popular Just now.
For an entirely accordion or sun-ra- y
plaited petticoat one requires three
times as much material as the intend-
ed width of the petticoat; for instance,
the Christian Science Monitor directs.
If the petticoat Is to ueasure one and
yards at the hem, It would
require the material to be four and one-ha- lf
yards wide; this would probably
mean about five widths Joined to-
gether Into a quite straight piece. The
hem could, be tacked up and sent to
the shop to be hemstitched and then
accordion-plaited- ; when It returned
To Polish Cut Glass.
When washing cut glass add turpen-
tine to the water In the proportion of
one tnblespoonful to two quarts of wa-
ter. This will Insure a brilliant Wm
Uher people c"t
unkind "to me
UitK cruel word
ttnd looks
Thay little, know Im
EVERYDAY GOOD THINGS.
are so wholesome andPUUNESfor children as well as
"grown ups," thnt we should
serve them In a variety of ways.
When a pie which Is very nice Is
to be served try this: Bake a shell
nnd put In a layer of cooked stoned
prunes, sprinkle wjth nut meats of
say kind; black walnuts or butter
outs are very good; cover with
whipped cream and Bene.
Cream Prune Pie.
Put through a sieve a cupful of
stewed prunes, add one cupful of milk,
one teaspoonful of cornstarch, a third
of a cup of sugar, the yolks of two
eggs well beaten; mix well and bake'ln
a pastry lined plate until firm. The
whites mny he used ns a meringue or
may be stirred Into the filling Just as
It goes Into the crust.
Codfish With Cream.
Shred the, fish and then prepnre as
usual, then make a white sauce, using
thick sour cream ; thicken, using but
ttkirvJ rsote.5
To put thencs tdl
Millinery Modes.
Small, close hats for the street and
a large chapeau,. for formal afternoon
affairs are the latest mode. Satin and
velvet In these will be most popular.
irv storybooka. ST MILKS PER OA1XON MAUK WITHNew Patented umollns vaporuer
Write for Particulars
Pukwana Veporler Co., Pukwana, S. Dak.
(1KNUINB, RELIABLE, GUARANTEED
1'OISON BECFJPT for Coyotes, Wolvea. Fox.
Ulla right there. Good only In cold climate.
It.OO. Rodger, The Trapper, Metropolis. Nev.
Bright Red Heels.
Bright heels on dark slippers are a
new note; one woman wearing a navy
taffeta frock had black satin slippers
with bright red heels.
Mock Pats de Fole Gras.
Wash a small calf's liver, place In
a stew pso with an onion finely
chopped, two bay leaves, a blade of
mace, a dash of black pepper, a
of salt, six cloves, a lump
ter and flour, cook until thick and stir
In the fish. Thla Is. delicious with
baked potatoes.
Coorrlcht. nil. Waatara Umuw Veins mmfit W. N. U., DENVER, NO. 21.
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MONEY DECLINES
INJFFICIENCy
Enormous Addition to the Na-
tional Income Is Not Real
Wealth Increase.
DACtlWtS
POVBGQ.
EXPENSE'
You .are throwing
Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."
WARNING!' Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed. by
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by millions for away baking powder
money wasting baking
nowder andColds
Toothache
Earache
Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain
Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago
terials frittering away valu
able time If you are not using
Calumet Baking Powder.Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Handy tin boxes of 12 tablets Bottles of I and 100 All druggists.
iifUk to Dm Had uit e B..r HuilMtm f MaaaaaMleaelaaatar of Balicjliel4 If you "doubt" itjust give Calumet one
trial. The saving it makes will prove thatDISTI COMPOUND
ture contributes about 17 per cent of
I he total, manufacturing about 30 por
cent, transportation about 9 per cent,
government about 5 per cent, mining
a little more than 3 uer cent, banking
a little over 1 per rent. The ninny
miscellaneous employments, profes-
sional men, retailers, Jobbers, mer-
chants, domestics, etc., too numerous
to list specifically, contribute 33 per
cent. In other words, our highly or-
ganized Industries, even if we include
all manufacturing, mining, triiusportn-tion- ,
hanking; and government activi-
ties such as education and
produce only nbout hulf of the na-
tional Income. The rest Is due to the
efforts of small Independent workers.
Income Tax Discrepancies.
The report estimates that the uum-be- r
of persons In 1018 having Incomes
over $L',(XKJ, was 5,300,000, and that
their totul Income wns over 23 billlou
dollars. Income tnx returns, however,
showed only i!,0O8,OO0 persons huvlng
over $2,000, and their total reported
income was less than 14 billlou dol-
lars. Tills discrepancy Is due lu part
to technical evasions and struight ille-
gal withholdings, but also lu part to
the existence of Income.
What this means In terms- - of the In-
come tax is that the government re-
ceived in 1918 about half a billlou dol-
lars less than it would have, if all
persons receiving $2,000 had paid their
full amount.
Contribution of Housewives.
The contribution of the 20,000,000
American housewives is not Included
by the bureau In the nutiounl Income
because they are not paid In money.
But the report points out that if they
were paid at the lowest possible figure
(the average recompense of personal
and domestic service) their addition to
the total national income" would be
about one-thir- or 18 billions. On
that basis, the bureau gives the follow-
ing conjectural figure as to the fluctua-
tion of the housewife's contribution
to the national income since 1901):
Total
Individual Contribution
Contribution (in Billions)
Year (In Dollars) of Dollars)
1909 3S00 $8.
1910 600 900
1911 600 .ao
1912 (26 82
1913 (25 98
1914 626 10.19
1918 : 650 10 14
1918 00 1194
1917 860 14.30
1918 760 tt.30
1913 300 11.46
Income In Other Countries.
Both the total national income and
the per capita Income are larger In
the United States than In any other
country. The report estimates this as
the relative standing of the four coun-
tries named at the outbreak of the
war:
ladlapaasaM la tnattnc
Distemper. Coughs and Colds
BorM with the cotnlna of fall asd winter.
"BPOHN'S" ha been liven to prevent
aa to relieve and cure them. An
your horae and' keeps dlieaae away.
actually auireiinf, "SPOHN'S" la quick
and tl.il) per bottle at dru( ttorea.
COMPANY GOSHEN, INDIANA is the best baking powder in the world sold
at the fairest price costs far less than high
priced Trust brands costs but little more
than cheap brands gives much better results
than either. You use only half the amount
usually required --it goes almost twice as far.
It never fails, never causes baking loss.
Used in millions of homes by leading hotels
restaurants and bakeries. A wonderfulbaking
powder tor all requirements. Made in the
world's largest, finest, most sanitary Baking
afTUI4
Powder factories.
W 61
w Htm
You me when
you buy it
You me when
you use it
SPOH1VS
la
Influenza,
wo prevalent imonrFor nearly, thirty rear
thee dlaeasea, aa well
doee "conditional
Aa a remedy tor caaei
and certain. 10 eente
8POHN MEDICAL
BLOW THAT SHOCKED DADDY
Old Gentleman Now Naturally Fear
Ha Haa Loat the Confidence
l of Hia Naighbora.
Susanwas having her first beau, a
youngster who drove a truck. And
often when he came to Susan's home
at night, since he lived in the other
part of town, he came in the truck.
The family continually twitted her
about It, saying such things as "I
suppose the neighbors will think we're
having our coal hauled at night," or
"our flour" or some other commod-
ity.
But one evening even father was
horrified when one of the
boys In the neighborhood said inno-
cently: "My pa said that your pa
would get pinched some night if be
didn't quit having so much booze
hauled here after dark."
Investigation disclosed the fact that
the truck that stood at their door one
evening each week was an old brew-
ery truck. Indianapolis News.
Pupils Uh Brief Caees.
In the old days boys and girls used
to start for school with a lunch box
under one arm and'a pile of books
under the other. But modern effi-
ciency has changed all that.
"These days they carry a brief case
Instead," said a stationer near a big
high school. "And I don't know but
Itfs more efficient. Both lunch and
books will go in, and so It isn't nec-
essary to have two arms occupied. I
guess, too, that it flatters the kids.
A brief case makes them look like
their fathers on the way to business."
New York Sun.
Not He.
"Look here, sir 1" ominously demand-
ed old Festns Pester, who had been
disturbed by queer noises In the night.
"Do you play the saxophone?" '
"No," removing his hat and expos-
ing a very bald head, replied the man
who had recently moved in next door.
"I lost my hair in the natural course
of events.' Kansas City Star.
, The Right Is Not All.
The mayor of an Indiana city has
ruled that a man has a right to chas-
tise his wife. That doesn't alter the
situation much, however. A man may
have the right, but few have the nerve.
Cleveland Plain Denier.
ANYTHING TO KEEP THE HELP
Evidently Farmer, Theee Daya, Must
Expect to Make Them some
' ' Slight Concession!.
"I see you are keeping your hired
man all right now, Ezra."
"Yep, keeping hlin all right."
"He seems satisfied, too. How'd
you do it?"
"Did everything he asked me to.
Let him work only eight hours and eat
with the family. He got to complain'
ing of dull evenings, so every night I
give him the use of a car of bis own,
and the money to spend, to go to the
movies In town."
"That ought to satisfy him."
"It didn't, though. He complained
of his room, and so I coaxed my son
to trade rooms with him. Then be
seemed more settled like."
"I notice you've cut off your whisk
ers, Ezra."
"Yeah. Some more of that hired
man's notions."
"How's that?"
"He complained they tickled him
every time I kissed him good night."
Only Reasonable Request
It was ii top a lurching, lumbering
Fifth avenue bus where New York's
great middle class does Its love-m-
Ing. He was making no progress, that
was evident. Other couples were cud
dled up In each other's arms un
abashed. He and she sat straight and
prim. "You didn't like olives at first?'
he asked. She agreed. "But you like
them now." She nodded. "Well," he
pleaded, "certainly you will give me
the same chance that you would an
olive."
An Enthusiast.
"You ara wasting a lot of film. Why
don't you stop shooting when I hand
out the word?"
"I get excited," explained the new
cameraman. "I operated a machine gun
during the late war." Louisville Cour
Cats Sleep on Cows' Back.
In a stable In Hants county, N.
S., two cows and two cats are kept.
Going In the stable any winter night
you will find a cat, coiled up cosy as
can be on each cow's back.
Winning an enemy over Is better
than winning over an enemy.
WORTH KNOWING
A pound can of Calumet contains full 16 oz.
Some baking-powder- s come in 12 oz. cans
instead of 16 oz. cans. Be sure you get a pound
when you want it.
expensive ma
1
You me material!
it is used with.
Highest Quality
Highest Awards
A Native.
"He hit me on de koko, yer honor."
"What do you mean by that?"
"Me knob, me
"Your head?"
"Yes. yer honor."
"Why don't you speak the English
language?"
"I do, yer honor. I never wu ont
of dls country In me life." Birming-
ham
A Concentrated Linguist.
"You say your wife Is a great
linguist? How many languages does
she speak?" "Oh, it's all In one
language." Life.
Most wives would be able to save
money if their husbands gave them
enough to save.
The thing a man admires nbout his
wife's swell curtains is that they are
packed away for the summer.
VIM AND VIGOR
Follow, If You Take
This Advice
Galveston, Texas "After the flood
some years ago, all my family became
due to exposure of being in
the water, loss of sleep, eto. They were
all feeling miserable and the only medir
cine they took was Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery. By the use of this
medicine they were all restored to health
and strength. And I always keep Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets in my home.
They are an excellent regulator of the,
stomach, liver and bowels, or for bilious
attacks. I can speak in the highest terms
ol all of Dr. Pierce's Medicines." Mrs.
J. W. Moss, 3913 Ave. K.
What Golden Medical Discovery ha
done for thousands it will do for you. Get
it today from your nearest druggist, tab- -,
lets or liquid. Write for free medical ad-
vice to Dr. Pierce's, Buffalo, N. Y.
Watson . Coleman,PATENTS Lwer.WMblDtiU,Paunl
. ...u sj, a,iovwji ifw
auaraaaonabl.. nisbMtral.rtaoaa. UaMMnlaaa.
DUE TO RISE IN PRICES
National Bureau of Economic Research,
After Exhaustive Study, Makes Pub-
lic Figures Showing Variation in
Dollar's Purchasing Power.
New York, Oct. 27. The total na-
tional income of tlie United States In
1018 was 61 billion dollars, as com-
pared with 34.4 billions in 1913; but
this increase In dollars did not repre-
sent a Jlke increase In production. Must
of it was due to the rise in prices, for
the dollar of 1918 and 1919 was a much
less efficient dollar than that of 1913.
The actual total of commodities pro-
duced Increased very little, If at all,
and a large part of those which were
produced were war materials, not of
a kind really benefiting consumers.
Consequently, individual Incomes,
estimated on a per capita bnsls, rising
from $340 in 1910 and $354 in 1913,
to $586 In 1918, represent more dollars
but little or no real Increase, because
the $586 of 1918 is equivalent to only
$372 In terms of the purchasing power
of 1913.
These are the most Important find-
ings of the National Bureau of Eco-
nomic Research, made public today
In advance of the formal publication
of the results of a year's study of
"Income in the United States." This
study, the most exhaustive ever made
of the income question in this country,
has been conducted by Wesley Clair
Mitchell, Willford I. King, Frederick
It. Macaulay and Oswald W. Knauth,
under the auspices and direction of a
board of nineteen directors, Including
men prominent in many fields of busi-
ness, education, labor, agriculture, eco-
nomics and practical statistics, and
representing many divergent points of
view.
This table exhibits the main find-
ings, Including the equivalent value
of per capita income in terms of the
1913 purchasing power:
Total Na- - Per Capita Per Capita
tlonal Inc'e Income Income In
Tear-(Billi- ons) In Dollars "IMS Dol'a"
1900 28.8 1313 m
U10 31.4 840 m
mi ii.i la hi
U12 33.0 M 341
l13 Mi IH 354
114 33.1 33 333 '
1916 NO 368 3M
1916 46.4 M ' 400
1917 Bit 123 393
1918 (1.0 tot 373
' Distribution of" Income.
The report says that only one out
of a hundred (1 per cent) Income re-
ceivers in the United States in 1918
had Incomes of $8,000 or more, and
that this one per cent had 14 per cent
of the national Income. Five per cent,
representing Incomes above $3,200,
had 26 per cent of the total. Ten per
cent, including Income above $2,300,
had nearly 35 per cent of the total;
the most prosperous 20 per cent, in-
cluding Income above $1,750, had about
47 per cent. Eighty per cent of the
Income receivers had incomes below
$1,750, receiving about 53 per cent of
the total income.
Shares of Labor and Capital.
In most of the years since 1912, the
Bureau finds that in the principal or-
ganized industries, wages and salaries
were about 70 per cent of the total in-
come; while capital (Including man-
agement) received about 30 per cent,
out of which were paid rent, Interest
and profits; but these proportions va-
ried materially with relative prosper-
ity and depression. In 1916, for ex-
ample, the share of capital Increased
to about 35 per cent, with 65 per cent
to labor, while In 1919 capital's share
fell to about 22 per cent, while labor
got about 78. Of the total payments
to employees In the highly organized
industries, about 92 per cent goes to
the manual workers and clerical staffs,
while 8 per cent goes to officials.
Share of the Farmer.
The farmers, who during the past
decade have made up about 16 per
cent of the total of gainfully employed,
had from 12 to 13 per cent of the na-
tional Income In the years between
1910 and 1916 inclusive; since 1917
they have been receiving 18 to 17 per
cent, or a somewhat higher propor-
tion, as the following figures from the
report show:
Per Cent
im i2
1911 11.9
1912 12.3
1913 12.6
1914 ....12.9
1916 13.1
1913 , 12.8
1917 16 3
1918 17.0
1913 16.S
Sources of Production.
As for the sources of national In
come, the bureau finds, taking a gen
eral average since 1910, that agrlcul- -
TO DISCUSS PROPOSED LAWS
Argentine Branch of International Law
Association Draws Up Pro-
gram for Meeting.
Rnenos Aires. The Argentine
branch of the International Law asso-
ciation has prepared, at the request
of the executive committee in London,
program for discussion at the con-
ference of the association which Is
scheduled to be held In Buenos Aalres
In 1922.
Torturing Her Husband.
Husband (to wife) Where Is my
hat?
Wife On the mangle, denr.
Husband What On the mangle!
I wonder what ridiculous thing I shall
find It on next?
Wife (sweetly) On your head,
dear. Edinburgh Scotsman.
The Natural Question.
"Just think, Adolph, there in the
dark street was a man. I ran harder
than I ever run before."
"And did you catch him, auntie?"
Der Drummer, Berlin.
Humoring a Fancy.
''What did you do with the man who
rocked the boat?" inquired Dante.
"They gave him an asbestos cunoe,"
replied Virgil, "put him on a brim-
stone luke and told him to rock to his
heart's content."
DYED HER DRAPERIES,
SKIRT AND A SWEATER
Each package of "Diamond Dyes" con-
tains direction so simple that any woman
can dye or tint faded, shabby skirts,
dresses, waists, coats, sweaters, stock
ings, hangings, arapenes, every wing us
new. Buy "Diamond Dyes" no other
kind- - then periect nome ayeing ib guarnu-tee-
even if you have never dyed before.
tji pnnt ufhthAi- - ftiA material
you wish to dye is wool or silk, or whether
11 is linen, unc n'u-mon-
Dyes never streak, spot, fade, or
run. So easy to use. advertisement.
A Future Star.
"Have vou decided upon a name for
the baby?"
"Not yet. It's so difficult to find one
that will screen well." Life.
Except for an "occasional funeral
some men would never see the Inside
of a church.
Ignorance is the inspiration of all
argument.
Nat'l Income Income
(Billions Par Capita
1314 of Dollars) (In Dollars)
United States 333.8 (DM
United Kingdom .. 10.3 249
Germany 10.5 144
Austria; ............. , 1.3 Kt ....
The report is in press, and will be
published early In November.
How the Bureau Is Constituted.
The National Bureau of Economic
Research was organized after the war
by a group of persons who had come
to realize the need for accurate and
scientific collation of statistical infor-
mation as a basis for Intelligent solu-
tion of national problems. The direc-
tors of the bureau are T. S. Adams,
advisor to the Treasury department;
John ' R. Commons, of the University
of Wisconsin ; John P. Frey, editor ot
the International Holders' Journal;
Edwin F. Gay, president of the- - New
York Evening Post ; Harry W. Laldler,
secretnry of the Intercollegiate Social-
ist society ; Elwood Mead, professor ot
rural Institutions, University of Cal-
ifornia; Wesley Clair Mitchell, New
School for Social Research ; J. E. Ster-ret-t,
of the firm of Price, Waterhouss
and company, accountants ; N. I. Stone,
labor manager, Hlckey-Freema- n com-
pany; Allyn A. Young, professor ot
economics, Harvard university; also,
the following appointed by the or
ganlzatlons named: F. P. Fish, of the
National Industrial Conference board;
Hugh Frayne, American Federation ot
Labor; David Friday, American Eco-
nomic association; W. R. Ingalls, En-
gineering council; J. M. Larklii, In-
dustrial Relations Association ot
America; George E. Roberts, Ameri-
can Bankers' association; Malcolm O,
Rorty, American Statistical associa-
tion ; A. W. Shaw, Periodical Publish-
ers' association; and Gray Sliver,
American Federation of Farm Bu-
reaus. '
It is a rule of the bureau that each
director must approve the findings of
the research staff, or state his spe-
cific objections as part of the report
In this way, bias Is eliminated, foi
methods and results are under con-
stant supervision from men whose
points of view are dissimilar.
Williams Press Congress President.
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands. Waltet
Williams, University of Missouri
School of Journalism was
president of the Press Congress of the
World by acclamation. The con-
gress passed a resolution petitioning
President Harding to admit repre
sentatives of the press to the disarma-
ment conference deliberations.
The topics to be taken up and de-
cided Include: ',.
Inviolability of malls on land and sea
In wartime; International organization
of labor In sea and river navigation)
international law on freight contracts ;
regulations for the use ol submarines
during war; rules for the recognition
of a "de facto" government by foreign
states, and International responsibility
of the state for damages that may be
suffered by foreigners during the prog-
ress of civil wars. , I
The foolish man 'who built
his house on the sand
He gave an example in folly which anybody
can understand.
It isn't so easy, however, to sense the mistake
of trying to build the body on foods which lack
essential nourishment
Here, again, is a foundation of sand which
gives 'way when the test comes.
Many a food that tastes good lacks honesty
of nourishment to equal its taste. Thus it tempts
the appetite into mistakes that often are costly.
Grape-Nu- ts is a food which helps build bodily
endurance for life's stress and storm. The full
nourishment of wheat and malted barley, together
with the vital mineral salts so necessary to bone
structure and red blood corpuscles, with phos-
phates for the brain, is retained in Grape-Nut- s.
The long baking process by which Grape-Nu- ts is
made gives the food a natural sweetness and an
unusual ease of digestibility and assimilatioa
Served with cream or milk, Grape-Nu- ts is
fully nourishing, and whether eaten as a cereal at
breakfast or lunch, or made into a pudding for
dinner. Grape-Nu- ts has a particular delight for
the appetite. Sold by grocers.
Grape-Nut- s the Body Builder
"There's a Reason"
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The Reserve Advocate
Something to
Think About
By F. A. WALKER
Reserve, New Mexico
19, 1921, at the post office at Reserve,
3, 1879. RESERVE
Mercantile Co
Is now prepared to supply every need
of the ranchman, the farmer or the
town dweller and our prices on every
article in our immense stock are as
low as in the larger cities, while the
Quality of each article is of the Best
OUR AVASTEFUL HABITS
IS frequently remarked byIT Englishmen who visit
America, that our people are
shamefully wasteful, and fling away
money without any apparent thought
of the proverbial rainy duy.
Whether these alien conimenters
have penetrated deeply Into the sub-
ject Is not definitely known, but judg-
ing from their averments,
assuming at times a form of caustic
criticism, there Is doubtless more
truth In the mutter than we suspect.
It la not without a pang of regret
a ruffling of our pride, perhaps that
we Americans, who are disposed to
analyze conditions with unbiased
minds, reluctantly admit that our Eng-
lish cousins are right.
We recognize that we have ninny
spendthrifts, constantly setting a bad
example to the young, that they are
extravagant and decidedly foolish.
Money Is poured out like water, as
though, like Topsy, "It Just growed."
There Is consolation, however, In
the thought that these profligates
come mostly from the ranks of the
newly rich ami thoughtless Inheritors.
They have no Idea of the stern
realities of life", nor the long dragging
years of Incessant labor and l
that are necessary for a working
or professional man to accumulate
epn a moderate cometency for old
age.
These people congregate where the
music flows, where the tables are
heaped with dainties. They smile and
backbite, puff themselves up like frogs
and spend recklessly. They fall natur-
ally Into a statewhich is common to
their kind.
If we could follow them thrnnph
Ihelr Improvident course to the end,
we would find them in pltluble plights,
repentant and likely aa not homeless
The necessity of conserving time
and money ought now be Impressed
upon all of us with considerable more
stress than it has been In the recent
past, and particularly upon the In-
considerate young men and women.
Let high thinking, hard work and
thrlftlnesH form the Important pnrt of
our spiritual bill of fare, so that in
the end we may be robust of body
and soul, aound of purse, unafraid of
landlords and In position In old age
to accept all the vagaries of life with
supreme confidence and complacency.
(Copyrliht.)
O
LYRICS OF LIFE
By DOUGLAS MALLOCH
WHY NOT TELL HER SO?
"N K COURSE you love her Just the J
same
As when at first you wed,
I'erhups with not so hot a flame,
Hut still the coals are red.
The new-mad- blaze is bright with
heat
And ruddy with desire;
But time sliull give you something
sweet
I'eace, and the quiet fire.
Of course you love her as of old
Your love she ought to know.
New loves burn hot, new loves turn
cold,
With all the winds that blow.
But time shall bring the steady blere,
The flame that never died;
Tea, time shall bring contented days,
The quiet Ingleside.
Of course you love her as of yore
The years that you have shared
Have made you love her even more
Than ever you have cared.
Of course you love her Just the same.
Your love she ought to know,
For time has brought the steady
flame
But why not tell her so?
(Coprrlrht.)
HOW DO YOU SAY IT?
By c N. lur:e
Common Error in English and
Itnw tn AvnM Thm
Spend Your Money at Home
And Save on Every Dollar Expended
Publisher and Manager
here now tor two years and must
have formed an opinion of some kind
during that time. What sort of man
do you think I am?"
Hilda Bronson laughed, and for the
first time John noticed how white
and even her teeth were.
"I think I'd call you a 'nice' man,
Mr. Carey," she answered.
"That's the deuce of it 1" exclaimed
John. "I don't want to be 'nice' I
want to be wild be human enjoy
life, and I find I don't know how.
Will you help me? Will you, for In-
stance, go out to tea with me and
teach me how to toddle? My sister
tells me that's the latest thing Id th
dance line."
Hilda threw back her bead in the
most musical burst of laughter John
had ever heard or ever noticed, I
should say. "Of course I will," she
said. "I've never been wild, either,
and I think it would be too dashing
for words to teach my employer how
to drink tea and toddle."
When, fifteen minutes later, John
Carey and Miss Bronson left the office
behind them and entered a taxi for the
Diuiuui , juun iuiu ner ne nau never
ieu so utterly young ana reckless m
bis life before.
"I suppose I ought to have a dread-
ful conscience to be leading you
astray like this to be taking a young
thing of your tender years out for a
toddle when I've Just had my fortieth
birthday?"
He looked so naively anxious that
Hilda Bronson didn't have the heart
to tell him that she had Just cele-
brated her thirtieth!
"You certainly should," she mur-
mured. "It's the sort of thing the
villains In the movies do and they
aU come to a bad end, too."
"Well, I must say it's well worth a
bad end," replied John gallantly, as
he helped her out. He couldn't help
wondering what his sister would say
could she see how quickly and magnifi-
cently he was following her advice.
They secured a little table for two
at a window overlooking the street
and John ordered tea and toast and
raspberry Ice and French pastry. And
between mouthfuls they Joined the fox
trotting crowd on the floor and John
learned how to toddle.
It was six o'clock when he left Hilda
Bronson at the door of her little apart-
ment. "I can't thank you enough,"
he said at parting. "I feel twenty-fiv- e
years old and a much better man
for having been so awfully wild. Will
you go again tomorrow at the same
time?"
So It happened that at four o'clock the
following day John Carey put down
his unfinished brief and called through
the door to Hilda: "Four o'clock,
Miss Bronson. The wild hour la
upon us."
One night he teok her out to dinner.
She protested a little at first, but It
was feeble resistance, and they dined
at a gay restaurant on Broadway, and
Hilda pointed out to him the noted
actresses and screen favorites who
passed In and out.
"This Is seeing life, Indeed, for n
middle-age- d lawyer," sighed John, and
he wondered why the crowds annoyed
him and why he wanted to punch a big
fellow in the Jaw because he stared
at Hilda. Surely that was all part of
the gume and yet he resented It
"I wish we could g to some quiet
place after dinner," he sighed, Invol-
untarily.
Hilda looked at him with raised
brows. "We could," she said. "I'd
rather thought of asking you before,
but I was so sure you preferred all
this. But If you come home to my
apartment we can sit before the open
fire and discuss our wild pasts. How
about It?"
"You're a wonderful woman, Hilda
Bronson," suld John, with fervor in
his tones. "The open fire It is."
It was the first time John had ever
been In Hilda's apartment. As he sat
In a big chair in front of the fire he
looked around wonderlngly. How
dainty everything was and yet how
livable. It was the sort of Toom a
man dreamed about If he were away
from home. Hilda sat opposite him,
and he watched the reflection of the
fire play on her hair, and he thought,
thought hard.
"You are a wonderful woman, Hilda
Bronson," he said finally, for the sec-
ond time that night. His eyes smol-
dered with something in them that
made Hilda catch her breath. "Will
you marry me a man without a past
and give me the only future that Is
worth a ha'penny bit?"
"But that wouldn't be wild " be:
Kan Hilda. John Interrupted her.
"D n wilderness I" he said. "What
we all want Is happiness, and happi-
ness for me is Just thisand you."
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The Man Who
Would Be Wild
By MARY MORISON
(ft 1111, bjr McClure Newipaper Syndicate.)
John Carey'B sister swung her pret-
ty self down from the Uttered top of
his big mahogany desk and regarded
him with stern approval.
"What do you get out of life, any-
way, Johnny?" she demanded. "You
sit here all day figuring out how Tom
Smith can win his old lawsuit against
Ben Jones, or how Mrs. Brown can get
a divorce from her horrid husband
your head all tied up In musty law
books and then you come home dog-tire- d
and go to bed. What sort of ex-
istence is that?"
Her young voice was growing louder
and louder with pent-u- p indignation.
"What you need Is to live even If you
do get Into a scrape like some of your
clients and have to eugage another
lawyer to pull you out of It," she con-
tinued. For heaven's sake, Johnny,
show that you are human be wild,
for once In your life 1"
And, with a toss of her head, she
.
slammed the office door behind her,
leaving the room oddly cold and sun-
less.
John Carey laughed at the storm his
refusal to neglect his carefully built
up practice for one afternoon and go
to a tea dance Instead had raised. He
picked up his Interrupted work with
determined air, as he muttered to him-
self:
"Tea dance Good Lord I John
Carey at a tea dance would be like a
warship In a fish bowl. Ridiculous I"
But somehow the afternoon work
was spoiled. John looked at the paper
before him and read to himself
"Party of the first part," while In his
ears echoed his sister's parting words
to tantalize and distract him : "What
do you get out of life, anyway, John?
Be wild for once In your life. Show
that you are human 1"
He gazed somberly in front of him,
seeing nothing, but thinking hard.
After, all, was the girl right? He
didn't seem to be getting much Joy ouj'
1,1 I II hi
A Little Table for Two.
of life. Perhaps he was walking ex-
ample of the adage that says all work
and no play makes Jack a dull boy.
This was a new and disturbing thought
for John Carey, middle-age- d attorney- -
He left his desk abruptly and
walked across to the window, looking
moodily out at the early spring sun-
shine.
"Wild? Jove, I believe I'd like to
be wild," were the surprising words
he found himself muttering. "I've
worked too hard all my life and have
forgotten bow to enjoy things that's
the unpalatable truth of the matter.
How the deuce does a fellow go about
it, though?"
The click, click of his stenogra-
pher's machine In the little waiting
room outside penetrated his thoughts
with an odd persistency. He opened
the door and looked across to where
she sat, tapping out words and knit-
ting her brow over some especially
dlflicult phraseology. For the first
time In the two years Miss Bronson
had been working for him John no-
ticed that her hair was very pretty
when the sunlight caught It and that
her brown eyes were quite unusual In
size and beauty.
"By Jove," he muttered to himself,
"that's the answer. A man to be wild
always asks his stenographer out to
lunch or dinner. It's 4 o'clock I
guess tea at the Blltmore will do as
tarter. I'll do It I"
Miss Bronson looked up In surprise
when he walked over to her desk and
stood looking down at her silently.
She regarded him Inquiringly, waiting
for him to speak.
"Look here, Miss Bronson," said
John Carey at last, "you've worked
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We do
lis height It was customary for the
combatants to pause for a moment
before taking their positions and
drink a glass of wine supplied by the
seconds. In order to make certain
that this wine had not been tampered
with, one glass was filled to the brim
and then half, of Its contents was
emptied Into the glass of the adver-
sary, so that If any attempt had been
made to poison the wine of the duel-
lists, each of them would be equally
affected.
The practice, reminiscent of the
days of the Borglas, passed out with
the custom of the duel, but the habit
of touching glasses or holding them
up as If preparatory to touching tbem,
remained as a silent reminder of the
time when no man dared trust anyone,
but went always armed and prepared
for trouble.
The Cynicl
New I was touched by her sweet
manner.
Ted For how much?
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
A. Klehne, Pres.
W. J. Jones,
C. W. Harper, Secy.
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice is here given to Louis Ora-ma- ,s
and any person or persons cjalm
ing title from him to any portion of
the Grand Central Mining; Claim sit-
uated in the Cooney Mining District,
Catron County, New Mexico, that the
undersigned exepended the full sum
of $100.00 on said claim In Novem-
ber 1920, In performing the annual
assessment work for 1920 and duly
recorded a Proof of Labor thereof.
If, within 90 days from date of the '
first publication of this notice you
fail to pay me, at address below your
one-ha- lf of said expenditure your In-
terest in said claim will become the
property of the undersigned, accord-
ing to the Statutes in such case
made and provided.
Geo. A. Durborow,
Mogollon, N. M.
First Publication Sept. 10, 1921.
FRENCH
Undertaking Parlors
EMBALMING
0. C. KILLING ER
Funeril Plrector Mtnifer
Teephone 110 t N. If.
Red Cross Gives
$310,000 to Aid
'Clean-U- p' Drive
An appropriation of $310,000 for
Red Cross work In connection with the
"clean-up- " campaign Instituted by the
Government to bring the claims of all
disabled service men who ure entitled
to Federal aid before the proper gov-
ernment bureau for action, lias been
made by the American Ited Cross.
The Executive Committee of the
American Ited Cross in making the
appropriation authorized the appropri-
ation of $35,000 of this sum to the
American Legion to defray the ex
pense of the region representatives
assigned to the various districts of
the Veterans Bureau.
The remainder of the appropriation
was authorized for apportionment
among the several Divisions of the
Red Cross for carrying on that part
of the "clean-up- " work that falls di-
rectly upon the Red Cross organization.
Some Delay Evident
"What did you say your age was?"
he remarked between dances.
"Well, I didn't say," returned the
girl, smartly, "but I've Just readied
21."
"Is that so?" he returned, consol-
ingly. "What detained you?" Stray
Stories.
"SPOONFULS," ETC.
CONSIDERING the proper formINof the plurc.Js of such words uf
"spoonful," "cupful," armful," etc.,
It must be borne In mind that the unit
considered is not the spoon, the unn,
the cup, etc.,; but the material thai
Alls the spoon, etc. Thus, the unit Is
the spoonful, not the spoon, and as
"spoonful" is the name of a thing In
Itself, the proper form of the plural Is
found by adding au "s" to the word
"spoonful," and not to the purt of the
word "spoon."
Of course, there are times when the
unit Is the spoon Itself; that Is, when
two or more spoons are filled. When,
for example, you have before you two
spoons filled with sugar, you should
say "two spoons full," and not "two
spoonfuls." But when you tuke a
spoon, fill It with sugar and empty It
Into your coffee cup, and repent the
process, you have taken two "spoon-
fuls" of sugar, and not two "spoon
full."
(CopirriiliLt
AS MEASURE OF PRECAUTION
Custom of Touching Glasses Before
Drinking Had Origin In the Fear
of Poison.
The custom of touching glasses be-
fore drinking had Its origin In the
same Idea of safety which led men to
shake hands with the right hand-- as
an assurance that they were con-
cealing no weapon and to raise the
helmet to women or others whom they
respected.
In. the days when duellln
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Your Winter Supplies
FORECLOSURE SALE
WHEREAS by that final decree
made and entered on the 13th day of
September 1921, In the United States
Court for the District of New Mexico,
In Equity cause No. 833, wherein Anne
E. McKay Is plaintiff and the Albert
Development company, a corporation is
defendant, W. B. Walton was appoint-
ed Special Master of said court to sell
the real and personal property in said
final decree, and hereinafter described
to pay indebtedness of 357,328.67, to-
gether with 10 per cent attorney's fee
thereon, amounting; to 35,732.86, due
from said defendant to said plaintiff,
together with interest from said 13th
Should be purchased nowTHfe UNIVERSAL CAft
Ford Prices We have everything you needday of September, 1921, upon the totalsum of $63,061.42 at 6 per cent perannum until paid, which Indebtedness
was by said court adjudged to be a
perty under the provisions of a certain
lein upon Bald real and personal pro
mortgage executed and delivered by
the defendant to the plaintiff, datedy
ODrop January 18th, 1916, and recorded January 31, 1916, in Volumn 85 of Mortgage Records, pages 284 q, County of Socorro, New Mexico, which It's only a short trip to ourStore,, but it is a money
Saving trip for you
mortgage was by said court adjudged
to be forclosed, and all of said real
and personal property being situate i
the Cooney Mining District, formerly
Socorro, now Catron County, New Mex
ico.
NOW THEREFORE as such Special
Master I will, at the hour of ten o'clock
a. m., on the 16th day of December,
1921 at the front door of the United
States postoffice building in the tow Baldwin Bros. Inc
MAGDALEN A, NEW MEXICO
of Mogollon, Catron County, New Mex
These Prices
F. O. B.
Detroit
$355.00
450.00
325.00
420.00
660.00
595.00
445.00
ico, sell at Public auction to the high
est bidder, for cash in hand, the follow
Touring, Standard
Touring, self starter and Demountable Rims
Runabout, Standard
Runabout, Self-Start- er and Demountable Rims
Sedan, Self-Start- er and Demountable Rims
Coupt, Self-Start- er and Demountable Rims
Truck, Pneumatic Equipment
ing described real and personal pro
'TTTTTTIHTIIIIIHIIIITTIITrrillllllllllllllllllllimproperty in said mortgage and final
decree described, reference thereto be
ing here had for a more particular
description thereof, The "IDA
MAY" Lode Mining Claim, a patented
mine, containing 13.192 acres, and des If you are ailing
You want Pure Drugs
lgnated by the Surveyor General of
New Mexico as Mineral Survey No
1372; The 'INDEPENDENCE', 'ANA-- i
CONDA'f, "COMET'f, "UNION"
'DON'T CARE", "NEW CHUM'
CRESCENT", "THURSDAY" and
"WOLFTONE" Lode Mining claims,
Ocean to Ocean Garage Co.
Incorporated
Magdalena, New Mexico
being a group of patented mining cla
ims designated by the Surveyor Gen-
eral of New Mexico as Mineral Sur-- !
vey No. 1558; The "GOOD HOI "U'
Mining Claim being a patented min
And that is what you will always find at this Drug
Store. Our drugs are pure, fresh, and everything
you need is carried in stock.
ing claim containing 20.544 acres
more or less, and designated by the
Surveyor General of New Mexico as
mineral Survey No. 1383; the "GOOD
HOPE"No 2 Lode Mining Claim, boun
ded with corners marked with rock set
in the ground with mound of stone
along side; beginning at corner No. 1
from which the corner on S. Line5 of Sec. 28, Tp. 10 S R 19 W. N. M. We also have a full line of patent medicines,,
Toilet
Articles, Stationery, and everything usually found
in an up to date Pharmacy.
P. M., line N. 39 degrees 60 minutes E.
2097.1 feet distant, running thence S.
36 degrees, 32 minutes W. 600 feet to
corner No. 2, thence S. 63 degrees, 28
minutes E. 1500 feet to corner No. 3
thence N. 36 degrees, 82 minutes E
600 feet to corner No. 4, thence 63 de
grees, 28 minutes W. 1600 feet to cor-
ner No. l; The "WOLFTONE" M1U-slt- e
bounded; beginning at corner No,
GAUNT'S PHARMACY, RESERVE
1 from which the corner on S. line
It is self-evide-nt that the-peop- le
of Catron county, the new sub-
division of the state of New
Mexico, will want to know what
is going on in the new county.
This paper will publish all official
news in English and Spanish,
besides all local news of interest
both the county and State. We
want every one interested in the
new county to
of Sec. 28, Tp. 10 S, R. 19 W., N. M. P.
M. lies S. 8 degrees, 09 minutes E.
6920.8 feet distant, thence S. 76 de
grees, 66 minutes E. 462.72 feet to cor-- fl
ner No. 2, thence S. 20 degrees, 02
minutes W. 462.35 feet to corner No,
thence N. 76 degrees, 65 minutes W.
1 A. KIEHNE, President. ABB ALEXANDER, Vlce-Pre- s.
J. R. GAUNT, Cashier452.72 feet to corner No. 4, thence N
20 degrees, 02 minutes E. 462.35 feet to
corner No. 1; all right, title, interest,
claim and estate of the Alberta De
velopment Company in the "ISA
BELLE" Lode Mining Claim held by.
said Company under option in writSubscribe Now RESERVE STATE BANKing, subject to the performance of an-nual assessment work, and desoribedas follows: Beginning at a monu
ment of stones erected at the point
of discovery, being the initial monu-
ment upon which notice of location
FOR THE was posted, running thence along the
vein 1,500 feet to a monument of
Reserve Advocate stones, being the West end center ofthe claim, thence Northerly 300 feetto a monument of stones being the
Northwest corner, thence 1,600 feet to
a monument of stones, being the
Northeast corner of claim, thence 300
Capital and Surplus
$35,000.00
feet to a monument of stones, being
the East and center, thence 300 feet to
Respectfully solicits the business of residents of the new county.
Every courtesy and accommodation extended our customers con-s- is
tent with safe, conservative banking methods.
With your help we can make
the paper what it should be and
- give you a paper you will enjoy
We want a solicitor who will
canvass the entire county and
it will prove profitable to any
one who takes up the offer and
devotes any time to the work
You do not want to miss an
issue af the paper. Address all
communications to the
ADVOCATE, Reserve, New Mexico
liquidation of any bid made by her,
him or them;; all other bidders must,
before bidding at said sale, deposit
a monument of stones, being the
Southeast corner, thence 1,600 feet to
the Southwest corner, thence 300 back
to West end center, which makes en-
closure. The discovery shaft upon
this claim is about 20 feet in a west
terly direction from the initial monu-
ment upon the claim. The claim lies
about three quarters of a mile from
Mogollon, Northwesterly and is loca-
ted on the divide between Silver and
Mineral creeks and joins the Anaconda
Mine on the West; also all of the mill
hoisting plant and machinery, tools,
supplies and equipment and personal
property of said Albert Development
Company situate on or appurtenant o
said mining premises, or wheresoever
situate, at the date of said mortgage
or thereafter acquired; Together with
all the mining and corporate rights,
privileges, Immunities, franchises and
options of said Alberta Development
Company. t
The plaintiff or other holder of the
Judgment debt in Bald cause may be-
come a purchaser at said pale and
apply the judgment debt, nrotanto,. In
. i
th the Special Master in cash, or
We are asked to state that Probate
Judge Jlron, of Catron county, will
hold a term of court at Reserve on
Monday, November 7th. all parties
having business before the court will
appear on that date.
(From Magdalena, News)
certified check the sum of $5000.00
,8 a guarantee of good faith, deposit
made by successful bidder to be cre-
dited upon his bid, and deposits made
by unsuccessful bidders to be returned
to the depositor. The premises and per
sonal property to be sold in one parcel
Mrs. J. M. Baker and son Mr. Don
Baker returned from a trip to their
Datil ranches, lastWednesday evening.and as a whole
W. B. WATON,
Special Master,
O. Address Silver City, N. M.
A. H. Douglas left November 1st for
a trip to the Tularosa, Reserve
and Luna sections.First publication November 6, 1921
NEW MEXICOTOT. UNSERVE ADVOCATE. RESERVE,
MOTHER! MOVE MEN NEED SWAMP-ROO- TDREAM OF LUXURYrOKEION THINKS BROTHER
CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP
Hurry, mother I Even a sick child
loves the 'fruity" taste of "California
Fig Syrup" and it never falls to open
the bowels. A teaspoonful today may
prevent a sick child tomorrow. If con-
stipated, bilious, feverish, fretful, has
cold, colic, or if stomach Is sour,
tongue coated, breath bad, remember a
good cleansing of the little bowels Is
often all that is necessary.
Ask your druggist for genuine "Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup" which has directions
for babies and chlldruu of all ages
printed on bottle. Mother! You must
say "California" or you may get an
Imitation tig syrup. Advertisement.
Christian Name.
In a certain primary class the teach-
er had been at great pains to explain
the distinction between surnames and
Christian names. Then she called
upon the children to give examples of
each kind from their own names and
those of other members of their fam-
ilies.
When Charles was asked to tell In
one statement the surname and the
Christian name of his father, he re-
sponded, after some hesitation: "My
father's surname Is Tompkins, and his
Christian name is a Methodist."
To Have a Clear Sweet Skin
Touch pimples, redness, roughness
or itching, if any, with Cutlcura Oint-
ment, then bathe with Cutlcura Soap
and hot water. Rinse, dry gently and
dust on a little Cutlcura Talcum to
leave a fascinating fragrance on skin.
Everywhere 25c each. Advertisement.
GOT UNCLE ON TENDER SPOT
Small Boy's Innocent Repitition of
Mother's Remark Not Likely to
Promote Cordiality.
d Joe had received a
watch of that sort all boys have for
1 birthday present. With it was a lit-
tle chain, the whole outfit taken to-
gether not costing more than $3. But
Joe did not value it accordingly. His
uncle, amused at him, told him all
the burglar stories be could think of.
But little Joe wasn't awed. Final-
ly, near the end of the week, his uncle
asked, "Aren't you afraid burglars
will steal your watch, Joe?"
"No, sir," he said, and his eyes
shone with pride. "You see me go
out to the garage just before dark,
Uncle Bob. Well, I hide my watch
under the seat of your car. Mother
said burglars wouldn't steal it If you
gave them a prize for doing It, 'cause
It's so rickety."
Sweet Dreams.
Like most Dorothy
Jane is always very Insistent on hav-
ing her own solutions. One evening
she decided she must have something
to eat before going to bed, and on a
survey of the pantry, decided on raw
Irish potatoes. However, big sister
objected to this choice, saying: "Dor-
othy Jane, you must not eat raw po-
tatoes before going to sleep; you will
have bad dreams."
"Well, then give me sweet potatoes ;
they make me sweet dreams," argued
Dorothy Jane.
The Wrong Batch.
"I never tasted such queer batter
cakes."
"Hey, you've fried my home brew."
Being satisfied with yourself Is not
always a compliment to your taste.
Thousands of women have kidney and
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy
condition, they may cause the other or-
gans to become diseased.
Fain in the back, headache, loss of am-
bition, nervousness, are often times symp-
toms of kidney trouble.
Don't delay starting treatment. Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- a physician's pre-
scription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overcome
such conditions.
Get a medium or large size bottle im-
mediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.
!
Tall?
An American and an Englishman
were discussing the merits of their
respective parents.
"Ah I" said the Yankee. "I guess
my father was a clever man. He was
a chimney-shaf- t builder, and made
himself famous with the last shaft
he erected."
"Oh, Indeed 1" remarked the Eng-
lishman.
"Sure thing," continued the Amer-
ican. "It was so high that when the
weathercock got stuck, the man who
went up to put it right had to take
a week's rations for the Journey I"'
"Oh, bo I" laughed the Englishman.
"That's nothing. My father was also
a shaft builder, and the last one he
built was so high that he had to go
up every night and take the top oft
to let the moon go by." London An-
swers.
Lonesome.
"You concede that our city is beauti-
ful, has clean streets, healthful sur-
roundings and good government?"
"Of course," said the former
New Yorker.
"You have established a good busl-Les- s
here?"
"Oh, jes."
"Then why can't you be happy
among us?"
"You have no rush hours."
Case of Demonstrating.
"I am thinking of buying a car."
"Why buy? Have you had demon-
strations from them all?"
"Not quite, but the demonstrator!
aren's quite so demonstrative as they
were at first. The last one that took
me shopping was even more unenthu-elasti- c
than the one that had taker,
me calling the day before. I think hi
was the one who put the demon in
demonstrate." Retail Ledger, Phila-
delphia.
New Statute Needed.
"Judge, he stays away from horns
practically all the time."
"That's bad."
"Why? I even have to go out to tht
golf links when I want to ask him foi
money."
Drawn Together.
"Mrs. JIbway nnd Mrs. Gadder havt
declared a truce."
"What brought that about?"
"Community of envy."
"Eh?"
"Mrs. Gadspur of the same neigh-
borhood has a new car."
Admitted.
Blinks I read a curious article the
other day advocating a tax on beauty,
Jinks Good idea. They won't havt
much trouble In collecting It.
He who lives only In future Joys will
know many present pains.
THE WORLD IN
PARAGRAPHS
A IRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
EVENT8 IN THIS AND FOR-
EIGN COUNTRIES.
IN LATE DISPATCHES
DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRE3S
OF THE AGE.
(Wur Nmptpir 1''" N"' tail")
WESTERN
Farmers of Stockton, Kan., Have
with an agreement to burn
corn tills coming winter Instead of
coal, on account of the difference In
price between these two commodities.
Four armed bandlta robbed the
Bunk, juit outside of St.
Louis, of 7,180. Six employes and one
customer were compelled to lay face
downward while the men scooped the
money Into sacks. The robbers es-
caped in an automobile.
Packing house employes of Des
Moines, Iowa, voted to accept a B per
pent wage cut declared recently by the
packing companies. Officers of the
union said that there will be no strike
by the employes unless It Is declared
by the national officers.
A twenty-yea- r courtship culminated
In the marriage of William Coburn, 00
years old, and Mrs. Edith R. Wood, 80,
In the chnpel of the Soldiers' Home at
Swatelle, a suburb of Los Angeles.
Bride and bridegroom declared they
"never felt younger."
J. C. Miii'Kpmldon, 82 years old, a
former partner of John D. Rockefel-
ler In the oil business, nnd a Minneap-
olis pioneer, died at Wnsoo, Calif. Mr.
MacSpudilen, who has devoted the last
few years of his life to fruit ranches,
and eucalyptus groves In southern Cal-
ifornia, was stricken with apoplexy
several days ago.
The body of John B. Tordlff, 36, a
repair shop owner, was found In his
shop at Globe, Ariz. His clothing had
caught In the machinery in such a
manner that be strangled to death. Of-
ficial! said the machinery apparently
had tightened the clothing about his
neck and kept on running until the
gasoline which furnished the power
was exhausted.
Seventy-year-ol- Carl Rueble, a re-
tired Iowa farmer, shot and slightly
wounded Mra. Gabe Oleson, the wife
of a neighbor and then turned the gun
on himself anJ committed suicide. Kue
ble's attention to the wife
of his younger neighbor hag been the
subject of Jest for some time. Mrs.
Oleson, according to her husband, paid
no attention to his advances.
WASHINGTON
The government's annual report on
mortality statistics for 1020, soon to be
Issued, shows 1,142,578 deaths within
the death registration area, represent-
ing a rate of 13.1 per thousand, as
compared with 12.0 in 1018. Fatalities
from automobile accidents and Injuries
Increased from 9.4 to 10.4 per hundred
thousand.
The outlook Is favorable for the
passage of the federal old road bill by
Congress In time to help relieve un-
employment In the building of high-
ways. The amount asked, $100,000,000,
when doubled by n like sum from the
unites, would go n lung ways toward
helping out things. Kngliind has start-
ed ii iiioveini'iit of thlN kind.
The Wnr Department announced
tlint 1,(KK) NoiilH, about one-fift- h of the
total denting capacity of the memorial
amphitheater, nt Arlington Armistice
day had been reserved for gold star
mothers or other nearest relatives of
men who died In the World war. Not
more than two seats will be given any
application.
Director Dnwes of the budget an-
nounced the creation of two addition-
al boards which he declared would put
more business efficiency In govern-
mental affairs and result In savings to
the government of several hundred
million dollars a year. The new bod-
ies set up are the federal specifica-
tions and federal traffic boards.
A resolution by Senator Overman,
Democrat, Nortfi Carolina, adopted by
the Senate, directs the federal reserve
board to report as to the salaries paid
by reserve banks and other expenses
of these banks. The resolution recited
that It had been charged that salaries
In the New York bank had been In-
creased more than $1,000,000 since the
war.
The new revenue law to be enacted
next year to take the place of the one
which Congress will soon pass, will
contain the chief provisions of. the
Bmeot MM, providing for manufactur-
ing or sales tax on commodities.
Agreement to this effect has been
reached among Senate leaders of the
eastern bloc, representing the Indus-
trial sections of the country.
Twenty million dollars annually is to
be expended for the next few yeurs
In the United States for American
rolling stock, machinery, rails nnd sup-
plies In connection with the expansion
of the South Manchuria rullwnjk ac-
cording to Yo7.o Tamura, who Is In
San Fruncixoo from the Orient.
A petition filed In equity court by
the Commercial Solvents Company for
an Injunction restraining the secretary
of the treasury from releasing iarge
quantities of fusel nil held In Atlantic
coast custom warehouses has been
Ten men were fcUMd and many
wounded when 150 trucks of ammuni-
tion exploded at Fort Rudmel, a B
mnnlan arsenal and fortification. .
Three thousand tons of German toys
arrived In Boston on the American
steamer Deranof. Capt. Thomas Cart- -
wright of the Deranof said he counted
sixty Iron steamtihlps under construc
tion as he passed up the river Elbe.
Prime Minister Lloyd George has de
cided definitely to leave for Washing-
ton Nov. 5 on the liner Aqultanla, ar-
riving In time, It is expected, for the
afternoon session of the armaments
conference on Its opening day, Nov. 11.
Because the war cost France go
much blood and mnimeu so many oi
her sons, dueling must be severely re-
pressed, declares M. Bonnevay, French
minister of Justice, In a circular
te public prosecutors all over
France.
On the morning of the explosion of
the bomb In his Paris home, Myron T.
Herrlck, American ambassador took
out an accident policy for the em-
ployes and also against damage V bis
residence. Under his contract he must
make good to the Due de Broglle the
$5,000 damage done to the house and
furniture.
A bald eagle with a wing spread of
seven feet, ottempted to carry away
a girl named Gibbs, from the
veranda of her home at Vanderhoof, B.
C. Struggles of the child and her
mother prevented the bird from get-
ting away and It was finally beaten to
denth by Mnthew Semple. The girl
suffered flesh wounds. i
The Munich correspondent of the
London Times Is informed that the
Germuns have perfected a triple-barrele- d
machine gun, electrically oper
ated, weighing twenty-tw- o pounds nnd
capable of spreading 2,000 rounds per
minute In a circle. The three barrels
could be operated by a gunner a half--
mile distant. :
The government at Peking has ap
pointed a commission to Investigate
the opium situation in the Fukien
province. An appeal has been made to
fort to stop poppy planting In the
province. An apeal has been made to
Dr. K. Wellington Koo, minister to
Great Britain, for foreign assistance
and
A British mission will soon proceed
to Anatolia to sound the Nationalists
regarding peace. The Angora govern-
ment has already advised the British
embassy that the delegates would be
welcome. The feeling In Constantino-
ple Is that the cessation of the long-draw- n
out conflict Id Ala Minor may
passlbly b In sight.
GENERAL
John Christmas, ivgro, of Cham-
paign, was hanged at Urbana, 111. It
was the first hanging In this county
for more thun forty years. Chrlstman
killed his wife with a razor lust sum-
mer.
Miss Annie Stone, 103 years old, the
oldest woman voter In Massachusetts,
If not In the United States, and a per-
sonal friend of President Harding and
Vice President Coolldge, died at the
Mount Pleasant home in Roxbury,
Mass. She had been 111 only a week,
a cold developing into pneumonia.
Nathan Loar, Mexican war veteran,
celebrated his one hundredth birth-
day at Leavenworth, Kan. He was
born Oct., 1821, near Culpepper court
house, Virginia. His wife, with whom
he lived seventy-tw- years, died six
years ago. They were parents of ten
children. Loar hag forty grandchild-
ren, fifty-thre- e
and five
Mrs. R. G. Rooker, arrested nt Mem-
phis, Tenn., several days ago on a fu-
gitive from Justice warrant Issued In
Dallas, Texas, where It Is alleged by
federal officials she Is under Indict-
ment in connection with the embezzle-
ment of $20,000 from the Southwest-
ern National Bank, was" released when
she gave bond for $2,000 for l!er ap-
pearance in the Federul Court In Dal-
las.
Emma Rlchardaon Burkett, Hills-
dale, Ind., was sentenced to from six
months to three years In the peniten-
tiary by Judge Alfred J. Tnlley for
forging the name of the late Col. Theo-
dore Roosevelt to a fake note.
Cltatins directing James A. Still-ma-
divorce suit plaintiff, to show
cause why Mrs. Stlllman should not be
appointed general guardian of their
sons, James and Alexander, were Is-
sued by Surrogate Cohnlan. They
were procured by Mrs. Stlllinan's coun-
sel.
Thirty-fiv- e horses and mules and
throe motor trucks of the garbage and
street cleaning departments of the city
of Little Rock were lost In a fire that
swept the city stables, In the east part
of the city. The loss Is estimated at
$25,000. Only one of the thirty-si- x
animals In the stable wag saved.
A resolution calling upon Congress
and President Harding to enact legis-
lation and amend the national prohi-
bition enforcement act to permit the
manufacture of light wines and beer.
In order that the breweries might be
reopened, thereby relieving the unem-
ployment situation, was presented In
the meeting of the city unemployment
commission at St. Louts.
Zeke Anderson, a mountaineer of
near Elkhorn City, In Pike county, Ky.,
who escaped from the Rock Castle
convict roud cump lust spring, went
home and mode a crop so his family
would have food next winter. He gave
himself up at the stute reformatory.
Anderson wus received at the reforma
tory In the spring of 1918 to serve fif-
teen years for murder.
The Supreme Court ordered the re- -
argument of the Wisconsin rate case
Dec. 5. This case Involves constitu-
tionality of the transportation act of
1020.
FADES IN TOIL
Telephone Girl Says Aged Rich
Mate Made Her Work and
Eat Moldy Meat
Poughkeepsle, N. Y. Eleanor A
Clark a seventeen-year-ol- d telephone
girl who answered an advertisement
for an attractive housekeeper, and
who married her wealthy employer,
has found that being an "old man's
darling" Isn't all that she expected It
to be.
Mrs. Clark, who Is now suing for
separation, says her beautiful dream
Is "all ever now," and that It never
did gleam very brilliantly In the first
place. In her complaint she says that
her seventy-slx-year-ol- d husband, Ed-
ward H. Clark, never gave her the life
of luxury and love that she expected
would be hers, but since the first days
of their marriage has been penurious
and cruel.
How she was compelled to look
after Clark's big house In Metuchen,
N. J., and was not permitted to re-
ceive any friends or go anywhere. Is
'gsTm
Waa Penurious and Cruel.
one of her complaints. Thirty dollars
a month, or less than a dollar a aay,
she says, Is all Mr. Clark allowed her
to run the big house.
The wife alleges that from the time
of her man-lac- in 1916 her husband
was Jealous of her and locked her In
her room the greater part of the time.
Mrs.. Clark said that her husband
had Inserted advertisements in papers
seeking positions and signing her name
and that after the "ads" had been an-
swered he would order her to take
the positions.
She declares that he would not buy
Ice, but insisted that she keep the
ham on the cellar floor. The ham be-
came moldy, she said, but he told her
moldy ham was the best and made
her scrape off the mold and cook the
meat and eat It,
rtlnrk mnkes a general denial of the
omnlalnt and says that his wife beat,
scratched and kicked him on several
occasions.
J Use Elderberry Wine '
; to Extinguish Flames. '
J Carlisle, Pa. Forty barrels of
fine elderberry wine proved to J
' be the only effective fire extln- -
guisher when a fire on the farm J
t of Gilbert Beetem of this place J
i destroyed a barn and outbuild- - t
lngg- - J
' When tenants and neighbors ,
discovered the fire, water was
0 promptly poured on the burning
buildings, but they were de-- J
stroyed. The flames started to t
Ignite a handsome lodge on the J
' farm and the water on the prem- - t
Ises had run out ,
t The thoughtful tenant rerneui- -
bered a large quantity of wine ,
stored In the cellar, and within J
J a few minutes the bucket brl- -
gade was transferring elderber- -
J ry wine to the roof of the threat- -
ened building. A steady stream
I of wine was kept on the build- -
' Ihg until 40 barrels were ex- - J
t bausted. J
J This building, although badly
t scorched, was the only one on t
J the farm saved. t
T
TO SAVE MOTHER FROM CRIME
Operation Ordered by Court to Cure
Criminal Tendencies, in Lieu
of Prison.
New York, N. Y. Mrs. Fannie
T.uhnwltz. a convicted burglar and
mother of eight children, was sent to
a hospital In lieu of a year's prison sen-
tence In the belief that further treat
ment with thyroid secretions from
sheep might cure her of criminal ten-
dencies. She has been under treat-
ment for three months, by order of
County Judge Bayes.
A. physician reported to the court
that she had improved greatly, both
In health and mind, but he was unable
to determine at present whether the
Injections had destroyed her criminal
tendencies. If further treatment
proves Ineffective, she must go to
prison .
! IS REINCARNATED
New York Man Is Convinced That
t He Recently Saw Relative
I Who Died Years Ago.
HEARS MYSTERY VOICE
Begins Systematic Search In Confident
i Belief That His Brother Hat
Been Reborn Upon This Earth
i Stranger in Subway.
New York. A few days ago the
following advertisement uppeuied In a
New York paper:
July 1S95. Did your birthday hap-
pen to fall with or near that tlme7
On October 21, 1894, a little child died.
There 1b scientific basis for the theory
that this child's spirit pursued a con-
tinuous existence on earth and experi-
enced another physical rebirth about July
1896. This theory can be establishedi..w nMrH.ai riomonatratlon. and
a
.
rlaoruus
. - .,
test methodu . . haa.. V. l.mnn.tra.been
da- -
vised lor mat purpums, kuu
Hon will throw new light upon a number
..wthl.ni. which WWII1 lmDOSlllUle
of solution at present. Inquiries, eug- -
festions, nonesi uniiiomn, n, " "
every courtesy within my power, rue
child wa my brother. Keid Davles.
Twenfy-8l- x years ago Reld Davles
nnd his brother, aged seven and five
respectively, lay 111 of the same sick
ness. One day Keid neara a voice,
which he described as having sounded
Ilka "the voice of Christ on the cross,"
calling "Go to Roy, mamma, he wants
you." He cried out, his mother came
In haste, and they found his brother
dead. Since that time Reld has con
tinually felt the spirit of his younger
nlnvnmte to be closely bound to hlg
own, through some quite definite but
mysterious ties. His dead brother, he
declares, has been the most powerrui
influence that hag ever been exerted
oTer his life.
Stranger In Subway.
Vmn venrs aeo this feeling of com
munion with the departed gathered
w;onderful strength in the mind ana
oul nf Reld Davles. Some mighty
force seemed to have taken possession
of all his faculties, bending tnem
whither It would, regardless of his
will. While In this condition he found
himself one day looking steaarasuy
Into the eyes of a stranger In the sub-
way, and in them recognizing unmis-
takably the spirit, or ego, of his lost
brother. The young man whom Mr.
Davles then saw, a he afterward
Stunned by Mutual Recognition.
recalled, also bore a very remarkable
physical likeness to another of his
brothers, who was sold to have closely
resembled the deceased infant in his
youth. Shocked and stunned by an
Inexplicable mutual recognition, the
two gazed at each other in rapt at-
tention, nnd without making any move-
ment or sign, until the swaying, Jam-
ming crowd had separated them per-
haps forever. From that day to this,
Mr. Davles has spent all his time In a
systematic search for his reincarnated
brother, and In a scientific study of
occult phenomena that may throw
light upon his quest.
Believes In Soul Transmigration.
He Is convinced absolutely of the
basic truth of the doctrine of the trans-
migration of souls after death, and
claims to have developed, through
logical and scientific methods, a theory
that can be, and Indeed has been, he
says, proved objectively and demon-
strated. If he actually succeeds In
finding his brother who was dead and
Is alive again, his theory will have re-
ceived very startling confirmation.
; According to this theory, his brother
Is In hlg present incarnation of Anglo-Saxo- n
or, Celtic race, born within a
week of July 22, 1805, now being In
modest circumstances, and devoting his
life to the good of his fellow-men- . To
all persons who seem to fit this de-
scription (nnd there are probnbly a
great many) Mr. Davles proposes to
put certain psychological tests which
will Immediately demonstrate the pos-
sibility or Impossibility of there being
an actual In each particular
Instance.
.
..
Dog Stole Cat's Klttena.
Cape Girardeau, Mo. Ordinarily
dogs are enemies of cats and shake
the life out of them at each opportuni-
ty, but George Blore, a sign painter of
this city, has a dog that is so fond of
them that he has stolen three kittens
from a mother cat nnd Is now raising
them. ', And in the meantime the
mother cat has been grieving over the
loss of her babies and searches every-
where, but Iri the kennel, for them.
You remember the story
of the Pitcher
It made a kood many trips to the well and it
came back in good order.
"I can take care of myself," it said "they
don't need to talk about risks to me."
But it went once too often.
After that it was only part of a pitcher, and
they didn't need to talk to it about risks it knew.
A lot of people won't believe coffee can harm
them until it does harm them.
"Nonsense!" they say, "it never disturbs me."
When it does disturb them, then they know.
Often the disturbance which they then recog-
nize is the result of irritations to nerves and di-
gestion which have been going on for a long time.
m
If you have to lie awake at night and count
the clock ticks, after an evening cup of coffee, then
you know that iff better to be safe than sorry.
The risk of coffee's harm is gone when the
meal-tim- e drink is Postum.
Here's a delightful and Satisfying table' bev-
erage, with charm for the taste and without harm
for nerves or digestion. You know you're on the
right road with Postum; there's never the pos-
sibility that youll go once too often.
Postum comes in two forma: Instant Postum (in tins)
made instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger bulk, for those who
prefer to make the drink while the meal is being prepared)
made by boiling for 20 minutes.
"There's a Reason"
for Postum
Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.
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HOOVER ASKS AID 3 It s Lasy to Mop FordGives Poland
Chain of Banks
Ring Caught in Fence
Pulled Off Boy's Finger
A ring which he was wearing
cost Robert Friedman of Phila-
delphia his finger when Fried-
man was trying to vault a fence
to obtain shelter from a show-
er. As he swung over the fence,
the ring, which was rulher loose,
caught In an Iron picket und
twisted the finger off.
space. Usually the bank occupied one
corner of the blacksmith's shop, or a
back room In a seed store.
First Bought Food.
With their borrowed funds the farm-
ers first bought a square menl for their
families, and hauled timber from near-
by forests to build new homes. Farm
tools and live stock were so scarce
that many long shopping trips had to
be made. One eager customer trudged
70 miles for a spade to dig up his gar-
den. Many a man walked 20 to 30
miles and returned leading his new
horse loaded with seed bags, and drag-
ging a plowshare. Two bumper crops
have been produced by the clients of
CALF CURED BY BUTTERMILK
Stung by Bees and Near Death When
Expert Applies Remedy Which
Works Quickly.
Mlddletown, N. Y. A pedigreed calf
five months old, grazing at rope's
length, felt the urge to wander, pulled
the stake and youthlike and unwisely
nibbled the clover path of appetite
straight up to a dozen hives of honey
bees. The rope wrapped Itself around
the hives. The bees wrapped them
selves around the calf.
All the-blu- blood in his venly ear-en- ss
leaped Into burning lumps. They
stung him from his bleating lips to
his wildly waving tall. Every time he
made a new leap of agony they bored
him in a new pluce. The calf was
In a fair way to die when its owner,
Melvln Parks canie along.
Parks knows calves, bees and blue
blood. He Just got a tubful of butter
milk nnd gave that calf a buttermilk
bath. In fifteen minutes the calf was
looking for clover again.
Naval Reserves Mustered Out.
Washington. The naval reserve o(
the United States Is virtually abolished
under an order Issued by Secretary
Denny disbanding all classes except
one and six, and nffectlng approxi
mately 155,000 men of the reserve.
Life
Lioness
American Amateur Banker De
velops Successful Method of
Financing Bankrupt
Provinces.
INNOVATION PLEASES PEOPLE
With Borrowed Fundi Farmer Firat
Fed Families, Then Set Out to
Rebuild Homei and Prepare
for Their Crops.'
New York. Chains of things are no
longer a novelty In this country. We
are accustomed now to 10, 15,
stores, tea stores, sausages, drug
stores, e groceries, and beaU'
ty parlors, all done In chains. In Po
land they have taken up this idea,
Btartlng out by establishing their banks
In chains. Not Just a few huge re
gional affairs like our federal reserves,
but hundreds of little farm loan banks
scattered among the villages of the
I.ublin and Cholm areas.
To be sure, the system was Installed
by an American and It was American
money that filled the empty, dusty
vaults. That Is, where there were any
vaults. Dr. John A. Morehead, Euro
pean commissioner for the National
Luther Council of, America, Is the
amateur banker who set up this no-
tably successful method of financing
whole provinces of bankrupt, home
less people of Europe.
Works Out Simple Method.
Perhaps it was the commissioner's
very greenness at banking technical'
It lea that did the trick. lie worked
out the simplest, eusiest, quickest
Dr. John A. Morehead.
methods, because he did not know any
better. What he did know was that
thousands of fertile farm lands In the
devastated sections of Poland were
lying barren and desolate, and that
the farmers, most of them returned
exiles, were helpless, robbed of their
Implements, and with their homes In
ashes. Furthermore, he knew what
miracles American money could bring
About if loaned to these sturdy, cour
ageous peasants. Also, he had the
cash that American Lutherans had
sent. That was all that was neces-
sary. Without a single flourish of red
tape, Doctor Morehead got busy, and
through local committees a long string
of little banks were opened. It took
$250,000 to load up the tills, because
by the time It passed through that
highly prejudiced European exchange,
It was transformed Into stacks and
bnles of purple, green, and gray-blu- e
marks. Opening ceremonies were ex-
tremely Informal. Crowds attended
however, many standing outside for
hours for their turn to pay their re-
spects to the note teller. The com-
mitters had economized upon floor!
First Picture From
this chain of banks and much of the
money has already been repaid, with
4 per cent Interest. Not only did they
save their own provinces from famine,
but they sent great shipments of food
products Into neighboring stricken sec
tions.
MEXICO CITY ARMS POLICE
Pistols Replace Sticks When Public
Criticizes Inefficiency of
Gendarmes.
Mexico City. The purchase of 2,000
pistols by Governor Gasea of the fed
eral district Is taken as an Indication
here that Mexico City gendarmes
hereafter are to be armed.
The local police department for
some time has been severely criti-
cized for Inefficiency. This was at
tributed to the fact that they were
allowed to carry no arms and were
dependent solely upon a stick to en
force their commands.
Fight for
With
Transport Agent Grasps Beast's
Tongue During Battle. But Is
Eventually Killed.
HUNTERS TELL WEIRD TALES
One Explains Simple Method of
Making Animals Sneeze Themselves
to Death Story About the
' T" Roosevelt "Expedition.
London. From Nairobi, East Africa,
says a writer in tne L.onaon unuy
Mail, comes a thrilling story of the
death of a transport agent named
Klonner. who. nlnned down by a
lioness he had wounded, made a
desperate bid for victory by putting
both hands Into the animal's mouth
and gripping Its tongue.
Africa Is a paradise for the lion
Find Skeletons of
Prehistoric Beasts
Toronto. From the rocky
tombs In which they have been
preserved since prehistoric days,
the skeletons of four huge dino-
saurs, those gigantic and mys-
terious creatures that roamed
the plains of this continent some
millions of years ago, huve been
disinterred by a party of scien-
tists and will shortly be Installed
in the Royal Ontario museum.
The find was made near Parlcia,
Alberta, by a party sent out from
the museum, nnd Included two
practically complete skeletons of
the duck-bille- dinosaurs and
two Incomplete specimens. The
skeleton of the larger of the two
complete specimens measureJ
about 82 feet In length.
Famine Region
rvaiucana ,naucr
with
ADVANCE
Cork Insert
Brake Lining
for torat
Thi free book talk wttr.
write tor -
Tell your dealer to rduw
your Ford with "Cork
luert."
ADVANCE AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES CORP.
I la rrauia Afnue, Chicago
The Sport
of Doers
One of this country's prominent
physicians recently pronea into tne
question wny men smotce.
He turned a deaf ear to glib preju
dices and to accepted but
notions. He based his conclusions
upon a careful study of the use of to
bacco Dy our men curing tne war.
He diagnosed smoking as being
clearly a diversion which helped
rather than interfered with a man's
nerformance of his duty.
Smoking is not a vicious practice
but a happy sport. If it were not, this
expert declares, men would lone ago
have begun taking "My Lady Nico
tine" in the form of puis or tablets.
That's straight to the point. A man
lights up his pipe for a little relaxation,
not to interfere with but to improve
his work.
He feels in need of a moment's letr
ii n which will add to his Dower.
Back he throws himself in the most
'comfortable Dosition in the old chair:
he scratches his match slowly, care- -
.fully, not ner--
vousiy; neugnia
up the fragrant
weed in the old
bowl not in
haste but lin- -
geringly; ha
watches the
smoke curl
away from his
lips with the
same peculiar
happiness with
which he
watched Babe
Ruth knock a
home run, and
then
"What was that I had to do?" he
asks himself. He plans how best to
dp it.
A good smoke a good sport. A
good sport a good doer, when things
have to be done.
Smoking is the sport of doers.
Of course, a good smoke depends
greatly upon having just the right
tobacco.
We recommend Edgeworth to you
as a tobacco that has pleased many
but not all smokers.
It may please you beyond words. It
may not.
We would be very glad to have you
pass Judgment upon it.
Just send us your name and address
on a postcard. If you feel like doing
us a favor, send us also the name of the
dealer to whom you will go for sup-
plies, in case you like Edgeworth. We
will send you without charge samples
of Edgeworth in both forms Plug
Slice and Ready-Rubbe- d.
Edgeworth Plug Slice comes in flat
cakes, cut into thin, moist slices. One
slice rubbed between the hands fills
the average pipe.
Edgeworth Ready-Rubb- ed Is sim-
ply the same tobacco, rubbed up.
ready to go into your pipe.
You're likely to notice how nicely
Edgeworth packs. That means that ft
burns evenly and freely.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
meet the requirements of many differ-
ent customers. Both Edgeworth Plug
Slice and Edgeworth Ready-Rubbe- d
are nut un tn nocket-aiz- e Dackap-es- . in
attractive tin humidors, and glass jars
and in various quantities in between.
those sizes.
For the free samples, address Larus
& Brother Company, 41 South 21st
Street, Richmond, Va.
To Hetail Tobacco Merchant! If
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Com-
pany will gladly send you prepaid by
parcel post a one- - or two-doz- carton
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
Ready-Rubb- for the same price you
would pay the jobber.
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DIED
in New York City alone from kid
ney trouble last year. Don't allow
yourself to become a victim by
neglecting pains and aches. Guard
against this trouble by taking
COLD MEDAL
The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
Holland'.! National Remedy since 1696.
All druggists, three sizes.
Look for the name Cold Medal en every fees
and accept no imitation
Comfort Baby's Skin
With Cuticura Soap
And Fragrant Talc ura
Soap 25c; Ointment 25 and 50c, Talcum 25c
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
rtiM r n ii i " "'irRmIbm Color and
Beauty to Crar and Faded Hair!
we. ana ii.mh iroKcisia.
Htweoi Ctiem. Wfca ratcliuttue.S.T.
FOR RUSSIANS
WOULD GIVE UNITED STATES
ARMY ST0RE8 TO STOP
FAMINE ON VOLGA.
10,000,000 STARVING
RUSSIA MUST HAVE HELP FROM
OTHER NATIONS AT ONCE
IS REPORT.
(ffutwii Nttwioer Colon Nen Strtlci.)
Washington. Congressional author
Ity bus been asked for the use of sur-
plus army supplies in the famine
areas of Russia, where from 8,000,000
to 10,000,000 people are starving, Sec
retary Hoover announced.
Mr. Hoover made public a letter to
Chairman Knlm of the House military
affairs committee, In which he called
attention "to the terrible situation in
the Volga basin in Russia," and ef
forts of private relief agencies to save
as muny lives as possible.
"I am addressing you," he snld, "In
the hope that Congress might author
ize the secretary of war to donate
these associations such of the used
clothing, surplus medical and food
supplies as cannot be advnutugeously
used by the army or as cannot be
readily disposed of for cash.
"Secretary Weeks Informs me that
there tire considerable quantities of
such things costing the government
large amounts for storage and preser
vation, and I believe no greater pur-
pose could be found for their appli
cation."
Mr. Hoover also made public
statement on famine conditions in
Russia by Dr. Vernon Kellogg, secre-
tary of the national research council,
which declared that in the Volga the
lives of 15,000,000 people were placed
In Jeopardy. He added that concen
tration of the food available there
upon certain individuals throughout
the year might mean the survival of
seven or eight millions of this num
ber.
"In any event," Dr. Kellogg said,
'some number of from five to ten
millions m use be destroyed unless
they are relieved from outside Rus
sia." -
Around this area, he continued,
there Is another area where there
will be considerable mortality and
throughout the balance of Russia
there Is no supply of food generally.
Accompanying Mr. Hoover's letter
was a survey oftoHditionjr'in' the
Tartar republic by J. P. Gregg, an In
vestigator of the American relief ad
ministration, which told of the failure
of that government to meet the
famine needs of the people. He est!
mated the number of children there
at about 1,250,000 and declared the
government had enough food to feed
about 11,500 for a month.
... Conference Plans All Set.
Washington. Concrete proposals to
meet each problem presented for solu-
tion In the agenda of the conference
on limitation of armament and the dis
cussion of Far Eastern and Pacific
questions will have been shaped by the
American delegation for presentation
when the conference meets. Definite
assurance that progress made by the
delegation warranted this prediction
was .obtained at the State Department.
Missing Seaplane Picked Up.
New Orleans, La. Naval seaplane
803, missing from the local aviation
station, and both members of her crew,
have been picked up by the gunboat
Galveston, according to, a wireless
message received here.
Famous Gun Man Dead.
New York. Another of Colorado's
passing army of pioneers that Time Is
fast mowing to the ground went to his
last reckoning "with his boots on." Sit-
ting at his desk us sporting editor of
the New York Morning Telegraph, W.
B. ("But") Mnsterson, frontier gun-
man, gambler, sportsman and hero of
a hundred "stnndup" gun fights, suc-
cumbed to an attack of heart disease.
'Bat" Masterson earned his significant
nickname when yet a young man, and
his career as a gunman nnd
fighter started while he wns still In
his 'teens.
Booze Poisons Four.
Philadelphia. A man supposed to
be B. Doll of 315 Pennsylvania ave
nue, Washington, D. C, was found
dead tn on automobile here and anoth
er believed to be Roy Bechtold or H.
E. Strohmr Indianapolis, Is In a se
rious condition In a hospital. James
E. Price, Wilmington, Del., and J. P.
Sloan of Philadelphia were found in
the machine suffering from what hos-
pital physicians believe to be the ef-
fects of wood alcohol.
Nine States Get Beer.
Washington. Prescriptions of beer
as medicine under the new trensury
regulations can legally be mode In only
nine states, Wayne B. Wheeler, gener-
al counsel of the n League,
said l;i a statement. These states, he
said, are California, Connecticut, Mas-
sachusetts, Missouri, New Jersey, New
York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and
Wisconsin. Prescription of beer also
Is possible, he said, In the
wortlon of Louisiana and
mvvm
HOME OF THE COLE
AlWAVI THI SftT IS VIED CARS.
Writ. U for Cumstat Inforni.tlon.
dy by Mill. 1225 SMADWAV
VOnAVQ Al" KI,0AI """ Tl"J.KJLJtI0 pinnr p,,,, ej,tOli Cmm.EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
626 Sixteenth Street. Denver. Colorado.
Pre-W- nr Prices on Vottrm
hod 11.00 for much. Pt-pai-
THE SrRAV CeFFll A I'lCI
CO.. I1M (nd Mtritt Su.. IMom. Cole.
HA1K Kl, WAV1NU We lead In this
all other lines. Charles Hair & Beauty
Shop. 410 16th St., Denver, Colo.
KI.OWKIIS KOIl AM. OCCASIONS,Park Floral Co.. 1643 Broadway.
HOHM-AI.I.K- N JKWICI.IIV CO. Dia-
mond, watches, silverware. Out town
orders careful attontlon Kst. 11173.
THE NEW YORK PLKATINO CO.
for but pUitlof, henutltcbliif, eoMrtd button AMI but--
bulM. Itrlu tot eiuloi. 1533 stout, IHonc. Col.
Check Army for Trainmen.
San Antonio, Texas Orders for a
canvass of all military commands In
the Eighth army corps area, compris-
ing five stutes, for soldiers experienced
In the operation of railway trains and
the maintenance of ways, have been
Issued at urea headquarters, Fort Sam
Houston. The report, It was said,
would show the number of officers and
enlisted men of each concern who have
had railroad experience. The men are
to be classified under five heads : Of-
ficials, train employes, yard and sta-tio- n
employes, shopmen and main-
tenance of wny and structures.
Estate Goes to Cats.
New York. Cnts all over the world
will benefit from the $60,000 obtained
by the sale of the Ewen homestead
here. Miss Caroline Ewen, who occu
pied the property for years with her
two sisters, had a passion for caring;
for cats. She devoted her life to es-
tablishing sanitariums and relief or-
ganizations for stray cats, and when
she died, left all her estate, except
$500, for carrying on the work. She
cut off her two sisters In her will be
cause they were not sufficiently en-
thusiastic about cnts.
g Manuel Missing.
London. Kulhvcll park, the English
home of g Manuel of Portugal,
refused nil Information as to Manuel's
whereabouts. It wns admitted Manual
was not at Fulhvell park, but It was
explained everyone who wns In author
ity to speak of the former king's
plans had gone nwny. The foreign of-
fice received hazy advices Indicating
the Portuguese revolt might have been
engineered by syndicalists rnlhcr than
royalists.
King George Won't nac
London. At a meeting of tte Yacht.
Racing Association held recently, MuJ.
Hunlok mnde public a statement say-
ing King George would not race his
yacht Britannia next year. "Ills maj-
esty regrets very much that owing to
the general need for economy he can-
not afford to fit out the Britannia next
year," said the statement. The Brit-
annia Is the king's yacht In which lie
races In the Cowes regattas.
Farmer Gets Coat of Tar.
Paris, 111. S. T. Turner was tarred
and feathered nt Trowbridge, twenty
miles from here by 150 runners who
wore no masks. Turner was captured
at his house after an ail night siege.
He was accompanied by a woman who
the farmers declared was not his wife.
The woman was permitted to depart
unmolested.
Cockroach Saves Woman.
Mrs. Catherine Macks of Cleveland,
Ohio, charged with violating the liquor
law, was discharged because a roach
was found In the liquor. "I cannot ac
cept this as evidence; It is unfit fui
beverage purposes," said the Judge.
Meeting on Livestock Rates.
Chicago. Hearing a complaint filed
by the National Livestock Exchange
through Everett C. Brown, president.
nnd D. C. Hosier, chairman of the
transportation committee, against all
livestock cnrrylng railroads, has been
heard by the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Stock producers, trad
ers and shippers testified for the ex-
change, It has announced, nnd by this
testimony the exchange will endeavor
to prove that livestock rates are ex-
cessive in the face of depreciated val-
ues on livestock.
Offer Drink to Corpse.
Paris. Down in they
have the belief that when a man dies
there Is no use for his friends crying
about it, and so they make gay. Not
long ago, Andre Beaulieu died. His
friends gathered, bringing much liquid
refreshment. After many "rounds"
they invited their dead companion to
Join them and helped him out of his
coffin and put a glass In his hand and
stood htm In the corner. Joy was so
unconflned that the police arrested the
mourners on the charge of disturbing
the peace.
Shrlners to Spend $10,000,000.
Pittsburgh, To. Ernest A. Cutts of
Savannnh, Ga., Imperial potentate of
the Ancient Arabic Order, Nobles of
the Mystic Shrine, told Shrlners of this
city that the organization had pledged
Itself to the expenditure of $10,000,000
for the care and cure of crippled chil-
dren regardless of color, creed or sex.
Mr. Cutts said there were 400,000 crip-
pled children within the Jurisdiction
of the shrine and that It Is the pro-
gram of the organization to establish
hospitals In various sections of the
"ountry to care for thtva.
hunter and the literature of the chase
Is alfhost endless. Not all lion
hunters are strictly truthful, however.
"For Instnnce, in a remote African
village," suys the writer, "I once came
across a deeply tunned prospector-hunte- r,
who swore that his favorite
method of hunting lions wns to get the
animals to sneeze themselves to death.
'"It is quite simple,' lie said. 'In
lion country you bulk! a little arch of
stone. Just big uougb to allow the
lion to enter with comfort. But you
must take care to build it of Ragged
stones and to see that the center stone
of the arch Is a particularly jagged
one.
" 'Then you go out and shoot a zebra
or some other toothsome creature from
the lion's point of view. You drag the
corpse under the orch, pepper It
heavily and then retire to your tent
to sleep.
Sneezes Self to Death.
" 'In the night the Hon comes,
creeps under the nreh to his feast, gets
his nose filled with pepper, and has an
overpowering Inclination to sneeze. He
sneezes, and in the art throws up his
head and (lushes his brains out on the
center Jagged stone of your arch.'
"I do not vouch for the truth of
that story."
A party of men trekking in Rhodesia
in an ox wagon heard a commotion
one night among their tethered oxen,
andi rushing toward the spot pumped
about a dozen shots into the heaving
mass from a distance, of, say, forty
yards.
The mass diminished, and they nd
vanced to find one of tlielr oxen hor
ribly mauled by lions.
They "dosed" the corpse with strych
nine and retired to their camp. They
heard the Hons busy ut the carcass
nil night, und In the morning they
found that the dead ox had practically
dlsnpiieured, but lying near the spot
were five full grown lions two mules
nnd three fenmles all poisoned.
That was a very considerable bag
got by Illegitimate means, but here
is the true story of n better bag got
legitimately. Incidentally, It Is a very
interesting example of sportsmen's
luck:
When the late President Roosevelt
and his son Kermlt went to Iirltlsh
East Africa, In 1009, they were ac-
companied on their hunting trip by
the late F. C. Selous, one of the
greatest hunters that ever lived.
Roosevelt's Luck.
Selous was particularly anxious to
secure a specimen of the Kast African
black-mane- lion, but on the whole
trip he never even got a shot at one.
But Theodore Roosevelt got three nnd
Kermlt Roosevelt eight nnd neither
of them had ever been on an African
game hunting expedition before !
Some years ago a party of Greeks
trekking through Portuguese Znmbesla
were followed for days by a guant old
lion, who took one of tlielr donkeys
each night until only one of the whole
team was left.
This donkey the terrified Greeks
were determined to retain at all costs.
When they mnde their camp that
night they built around It a great
stockade of hushes and thorns, and In
the center of It they tethered the sole
surviving donkey to their tent pole.
But uothwlthstanding these precau-
tions, that night the pertinacious old
Hon got the lust donkey.
HINDERCORNS
oaM, atM ttopi ll plBs raaurw eon fort io tbsjiWt, BuvkM walking tinr. Ifx. by nsall or at Prag-fiil-U1mos CltMiioftl work. rsehocM, M. X.
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A wayside scene at Buranovltchi, Russia, showing a mother combing
the head of her child with a piece of wood. Pictures like this are seen along
thousands of miles throughout the famine-stricke- n section, where the Amer-
ican relief committee Is engaged in aiding the unfortunates.
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STATEMENT SHOWING CONDITION i--
6 !NJgN Dead Man's ChotOF THE BANK OF MAGDALENA
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MAGDALENA Report of the Condition at the Close of Business
SEPTEMBER 1921SEPTEMBER 6, 1921 6,
Loans and Discount
U. S. Bonds
Other Bonds and Stocks
Real Estate Fur. and Fix.
Cash and due from banks
1446,170.31
1,668.96
17,403.29
69,199.61
1,655.89
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Stocks and Bonds
Real Estate, Fur. and Fix.
Cash and Due from Banks
Interest Paid
LIABILITIES
Capital
Surplus and Profits
'Deposits
466,142.07
73,550.00
1,950.00
5, 813. 89
49,209.85
$596,865.31
S 50,000.00
22,419.45
49,400.00
301,101.53
173,744.83
3696,665.31
9526,007.95
S 30,000.00
60,000.00
377,617.93
Capital Stock
Surplus and Profit
Circulation .
Deposits
Federal Reserve Bank
Rediscounts and Bills Payable 68,680.02
9520,007.95
Got Rid of Your
Gas Grouch for Good The Strongest Bank with the Laigest C posits
in Socorro County
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MAGDALEN" A
The Largest Financial Institution In Socorro County
Don't hare t grudge tsainst the actually gives better acceleration
more power and more speed.
Makes a better car of the best ofIxaa
man. us noi nis huje mac
you persist In squandering precious
fuel. Equip that car of yours with
a new atromoerg uarDureior.
Right away mileage begins to
them.
Come In and let us show yon
lust why and just how the New
Stromberg puts a crimp in fuel
consumption. Put a New Strom-
berg on your car. Put it to a ten
day test. Sw the savings. Figure
the economy. Get the facts. Thtn
if you are not satisfied -- we til
take it back and hand back Cur
chase price mitlmt 9 KMfwi,
multiply. iuaiB imu uu. ivu ufarther on fewer gallons of fuel.
Your engine loses its gas greed.
Now listen, brothei-don- 't say
"that might work on some cars
but mine, well I don't know.
Your car Is no exception. Its ex-
act duplicate by the scores or
Strom berg equipped and are giv-
ing more mileage by many mile,
than you are getting.
The New Stromberg holds offi-
cial economy records on virtually
very make of machine.
On any car, of mnyyar, ef uny
sue it invariably effects greater
MODERN AND
STEAM HKATRD HOT AND COLD IM'NNINti W VTWI
Hotel Aragon
HERMAN A. FUNKE. PROP.
MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO
WE USE EVERY EFFORT TO PLEASE OUR PATRONS
STENDEL ELECTRICAL
WORKS
Magdalen?, New Mexico
THE RESERVE GARAGE
GENERAL REPAIR WORK WELDING
BUICK SIX SERVICE CAR TO ANY POINT, DAY OR NIGHT
Phone No. 3 Reserve, N. M.
A. G. HILL, PROP.
not cur mat it
T.Reserve items J. II. Dean and Jay Alexander wereReserve visitors last week. Mr. and
Mrs. Alexander are visiting with Mr.
and Mrs. Dean for a few days, the
yourig: couple were married October
2th at Canadian, Texas and are now
spending their honeymoon in our
Harry Reynolds of Luna was in
Reserve (or supplies Friday.
THE BEST DINING ROOM SERVICE
MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN
-M- AGDALENA Lee Childres rode over from Sprin-gervil-
Thursday on business.
WHEN YOU VISIT MAGDALENA
EAT AT THEI!Jimmie Jones drove the big Republic
truck to Magdalena this week wheer
W. A. Wilcox and Leslie C. Laney
of Luna were in Reserve Tuesday buy-
ing supplies for the round up.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Holland and little
daughter Jenie of Reserve spent Sat-
urday and Sunday in Greenwood.
lie was joined by old man Carter, go-
ing on to Socorro wherethey loaded
out one truck load of the printing of-
fice that is being moved to Reserve.
As the outfit weighs over fifteen
thousand pounds. It is going to take
some time to transport but when it
is here and in working order our town
Willi have one of the best printing
offices in the southwest The office
will be in the new Gaunt building.
illSfSlllRY Magdalena CafeJ E. Rheln, of El Paso, has come tospend the winter in our tqwr). Mr.
Rhein Is bringing a real picture show
to the county seat.
H. C. Taylor, wife and baby have
come to Reserve to spend the winter
months, probably longer. Mr. Taylor
Is an engraver and designer.
An item that will be of much in-
terest to the many readers of the Ad-
vocate is the wedding of Lloyd D.
Ward to Miss Leora Nicholson at eight
GOOD SERVICE COURTEOUS TREATMENT
ALL THE DELICACIES THE MARKET AFFORDS
The Gaunt building is progressing o'clock last Saturday evening. This
is an event we have all been looking
forward to for many moons and our
nicely, and will soon be ready for oc-
cupancy. This building will also add
much to an already attractive little
"Costs less per Month of Service
Before buying any Battery step in-
to our shop and inspect the internal
construction of the different makes
Seeing is believing Battery Service
Automobile Electrical Repairing
STENDEL ELECTRICAL WORKS
MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO
sincere best wishes' are extended to
the yourig couple. Miss Nicholson was
telephone operator in the Reserve of
village.
WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
COME IN AND SEE US
fice for two years and Mr. Ward is the
son of Jas S. Ward, a rancher in this
Fred Lant, or Glenwood, drove Mr.
Wardlow over the Salias Hill to Re 4mm
vicinity. it ttserve a few days ago. Mr. Wardlowis representing the Acetyllne Light
Company and is expecting to place
that lighting system in the county
Ten applicants for the position of
buildings of this place.
Whately L. Chandler, Jr., rodo over
from Sprlngerville Monday morning
P. S. HIGGINS,
General MerchantMr. Chandler has been in charge ofTHE RESERVE REALTY COMPANY
Forest Ranger took the Civil Service
examination October 25tn. The exam-
ination was held In the Forest Super-
visors Office and was conducted by
Mr. Anderson, who is Local Secretary
for the Civil Serlve Commission. Of
the ten who took the examtnalon, five
are not at work for the Forest Ser-
vice, viz: A. F. Bloom, wno is in
charge of the Jewett District; Hugh
Fraser, who is aslstant on the Elk
Mountain Districts Claude Fritz and
Frank Buster, who are now assisting
Ranger Ketcham in constructing a new
telephone line from O O Ranger
Station to Lookout Mountain by way
the Banker's well now being drilled
near Sprlngerville, and has been away
for several months. His friends are
glad to welcome him back to Reserve.
Carries a full line ofW. J. JONES, Manager
RESERVE, NEW MEXICO Staple and Fancy Groceries
Dry Goods, Shoes, Notions
Cold Drinks Candles Cigars
Rev. Henry, of Deming, New Mexico,
Is with us this week holding services
at the Reserve school house In the
evenings, beginning at seven o'clock.
Rev. Henry will be here until next
Monday Sunday being the last day
he will have services and he wants
that to be a big day, everybody, bring
their dinner and come prepared to
spend tthe day.
of the Evan Bros, ranch on Beaver
Creek, and James Thompson who has
been assistant on the Magdalena DisRANCHES REAL ESTATE trict under the Vocational Training
Board.
MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL By Charles Sughroe Correcting an brroneom impression
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